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Between 
Two 
 Waves

EardrumsPop Collaborations Afraid of Stairs & Alex Rinde / The Margarets & Andreas 

Grundel & Angela Aux & Antony Harding & The Argyle Wishlist & bFachada & The Bilinda 

Butchers & Boa Constrictor & Boca Chica & Boy Omega & Bubblegum Lemonade & Butcher 

The Bar & Cake on Cake & Casa Murilo & Changming Yuan & Cineplexx & Daniel Novakovic & 

Dylan Mondegreen & Fantastic June & Fin-Ray & Fireflies & Fredrik Jonasson Band & Funny 

Little Dream & Girl Alliance & Golden Teardrops & Hearts!Attack & Heart-Sick Groans & The 

Hermit Crabs & The Holy Roman Army & The Honeydrips & Jacob Borshard & The Jealous 

Sea & Jessie Carty & Jerker Kaj & Johnny Favourite & J Sudborough & Julia Guther & Kaplin & 

The Kernel & Knut & Le Days & Leena & Le Man Avec Les Lunettes & Like Spinning & little xs 

for eyes & Lohio & Lonely Ghosts & The Lost Cavalry & Loud Off & MacGyver Knife & Martin 

Bergström & Me And The Horse I Rode In On & The Marble Man & Marie-Claire Balabanian /  

Speck Mountain & Matthew Pickering & Me And My Arrow & Meeting of Important People & 

meso meso & Nate Sullivan & Nicole & Nora Nadjarian & Ola Innset / My Little Pony & On-

ward, Chariots & Paisley and Charlie & Paragraphs & Philippa Rice & Ramo from The Green-

coats / Douglas Hart & Rembrand Le Compte & Roller Monkey & Rough Bunnies & seniorita 

polyester & Sharon Van Etten & Shelby Sifers & Skatan & ski_music & Skittle Alley & Snippet 

& Solander & Spirituals & Stars in Coma & Stefan & Sundae & table music meeting & Tim 

& Tiny Microphone & Tiny Ruins & vapour trail & The Very Most & Visuelle Zeiten & we are 

soldiers we have guns & We Walk On Ice & Wisdom Tooth & Woody / Triggers & wool strings
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About this Project

How all this came to life.

about this project bands & musicians illustrators B2W teamcartoonists & poets
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Thanks to
You, the listener ‖ all the wonderful bands, illus-
trators, cartoonists and poets ‖ a special thank 
you to Julia Pax, who has made one of the covers 
and who also has made this PDF-booklet for us ‖ 
all of you who help us spread the word about 
this project!

Knut says

a challenge to you, the listener
About the »Between Two Waves«Project

 »Between Two Waves is the fourth compilation-project from EardrumsPop, and  
 by far the one that has been most interesting to make. I, Knut, started making 
 this on my own, based on an idea I had before all of these compilations were  
 made. I thought it would be interesting to start a creative process between bands,  
 and see what happened and what the result would be when two bands created  
 something together. 
 After some time, I realized that this was a bigger project than I could handle  
 on my own, and thought ›hey, it's a collaboration-project, – I need someone to  
 collaborate with!‹ 

 During the process, I have received several questions about our way of communicating in the  
 EardrumsPop-team, since we all live in different places. We've used Google docs to make lists and  
 to write logs, we’ve used a shared folder in Dropbox to synchronize the project-files and we’ve  
 used CoverItLive for our ›team-meetings‹, and email is still a much used tool.

 I am also asked several times ›Why do you do everything for free?‹. We reach a lot more people 
 that way, and one of our main goals is to spread the word about good bands we think deserve  
 more listeners. With a paid model, we might reach 1000 people, maybe, but now we reach a lot  
 more. Our most downloaded compilation has been downloaded over 17000 times! It’s also a lot  
 easier not having to take care of economy, and to be honest, money is not one of life’s prettiest  
 things. We have expences for servers and stuff, but not more than we can handle. As it is now,  
 we’re very satisfied doing things for free. 

Contact us
If you have any questions, if you want to tell us 
something, or if your band or label want to be a 
part of a future compilation, contact us via the 
contact-form at www.eardumspop.com

We are also interested in being contacted by 
illustrators or painters who can make cover art 
for our releases.

All of us are on Twitter, and if you go to this 

 Soon I was joined by 3 wonderful people: Stefan from Germany, Leena from Finland / Norway, 
 and Tim from USA / Ireland. We have almost the same taste in music, but all of us have brought 
 in bands the others hadn’t heard of. New ideas, new ways of thinking and other ways of working  
 has made this into a very different compilation than all the other EardrumsPop-releases. At least  
 that’s how I see it from behind the scenes. Maybe the sound isn’t that different, – it’s still warm  
 and melodic music. For me, the process of making it has been extremely different. On the previous  
 ones, I knew how I wanted it to sound, and I went looking for bands that would fit ›my style‹. Early  
 in the process, it would be quite clear to me how the finished album would sound. On this one, it  
 has been the complete opposite. We started with a list of bands, – we knew how we wanted it to  
 sound, – but we never knew how the collaborations would sound. We didn’t know who the band we  
 asked would collaborate with, and we didn’t know how the two would sound together … Our way  
 of controlling it, has been to ask all bands to make something ›warm and melodic‹. 

 It’s been an exciting, fun and at the same time scary process … 

 Also, when we do it for free, we feel free to ask you things like this: 
 Here’s is a challenge for you who have downloaded this compilation or any of our  
 compilations. Since you get this for no money at all – if you like our compilations,  
 please either spend some money buying music, t-shirts, merchandise, tickets  
 from any of the bands on these compilations (or any small indieband in general). 

 Or give some money to a good cause of your choice. 

 And please help us spread the word about the compilations! Tell your friends, 
 write a note on twitter, facebook, myspace, your website, write a review  
 somewhere, talk about it on your radio-show, play the music so loud that your  
 neighbour will come to you and ask ›wow, who has made such a wonderful 
 album?‹, and then you can say ›it’s free, go to www.eardrumspop.com !‹ 
 PLEASE! … and THANK YOU!« 

twitter-list, you will find us:  
www.twitter.com/eardrums/eardrumspop
If you are interested in news about EardrumsPop, 
new releases, new plans etc., you should join our 
mailing list. It’s not very active or regular, but you 
will get the news first … You can find our list here: 
www.eardrumspop.com/newsletter
And we are on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/EardrumsPop

about this project bands & musicians illustrators B2W teamcartoonists & poets
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Track Listing License
   Volume A
 1. Boa Constrictor vs The Honeydrips (Boa Constrictor & The Honeydrips) –  »Please do not lie«  – 4:29
 2. Baffin Island (The Very Most & The Hermit Crabs) –  »You Make Two Weeks Two Days«  – 2:46
 3. Suspicious for the Winter (Casa Murilo & Like Spinning) –  »Empty Streets«  – 3:38
 4. Jacob Borshard and Cake on Cake (Jacob Borshard & Cake on Cake) –  »Summer Will Have Its Way«  – 3:12
 5. Starlight Recorder (Børge Sildnes & Alex Rinde / The Margarets) –  »Girl From Outer Space«  – 3:05
 6. Leaving Rio (Cineplexx & Onward, Chariots) –  »Vanish«  – 4:22
 7. Peacock Dreams (Shelby Sifers & Spirituals) –  »Peacock Dreams«  – 5:25
 8. Saturnalia (The Lost Cavalry & We Walk On Ice) –  »Disappear«  – 2:23
 9. Kubot (Boy Omega & Bergdom) –  »T«  – 3:37
 10. Early to Bed (Wisdom Tooth & Me And The Horse I Rode In On) –  »Prayers«  – 2:54
 11. En handvändning (Solander & Jerker Kaj) –  »Ett Hus Av Trä«  – 2:36
 12. Johnny Favourite and the Exs (little xs for eyes & Johnny Favourite) –  »Of Love«  – 3:39
 13. Dizzie Bird (The Marble Man & Angela Aux) –  »Sunday Monkey«  – 4:36
 14. Broken Motion (Paragraphs & Me And My Arrow) –  »Once I’m a Doctor, I’ll Think Of Great Titles«  – 6:04

   Volume B
 1. Oláfachada (Ola Innset / My Little Pony & bFachada) –  »There Is Another Sky«  – 3:16
 2. Joel & Julia (Butcher The Bar & Julia Guther) –  »Pope Pius X«  – 2:37
 3. Horse Opera (Meeting of Important People & Woody / Triggers) –  »Horse Opera«  – 2:50
 4. Swim Lessons (Boca Chica & Lohio) –  »Afternoon Tea«  – 3:48
 5. Pix & Hollie (Tiny Ruins & Matthew Pickering) –  »Venn«  – 5:00
 6. Sharon Van Etten and Marie-Claire Balabanian (Sharon Van Etten & Marie-Claire Balabanian / Speck Mountain) –  »Keep Trying«  – 2:56
 7. Faller Falling (The Holy Roman Army & Kaplin) –  »I Remember Evening«  – 3:38 
 8. Loud Off & Ant (Loud Off & Antony Harding) –  »Crying no Tears«  – 3:48
 9. The Ordinary Hit and Misses (Skatan & The Kernel) –  »Life In Cycles«  – 5:08
 10. Seasel (wool strings & table music meeting) –  »Water, Bubble, Moon and Star«  – 4:43
 11. meso meso & vapour trail (meso meso & vapour trail) –  »Marsbit«  – 4:10
 12. The Alfred Barthlows People (Le Days & Andreas Grundel) –  »Knives And Needles«  – 5:09

about this project bands & musicians illustrators B2W teamcartoonists & poets
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License
All songs on this album are licensed under Creative Commons (Attribution – Noncommercial – No Derivative Works) except the songs by Starlight Recorder and Kubot. 

This means that you are free to share – to copy, distribute and transmit the work, as long as the use is non-commercial, and as long as you credit the artist, and as long as you 
don’t edit the artist’s work in any way. If you want to use the song in other ways than the ones mentioned above, you have to get the artist’s permission to do so. More info here:  
www.creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0 

The songs explicitly mentioned above as not licensed under Creative Commons can not be shared freely outside of this compilation .v

   Volume C
 1. Tiny Fireflies (Fireflies & Tiny Microphone) –  »Don’t Wait Until I Fall Asleep«  – 3:06
 2. Joyeux Noel is How You Say Merry Christmas in French (The Bilinda Butchers & ski_music) –  »Left Behind«  – 5:12
 3. The Hurries (Sundae & Girl Alliance) –  »Not That Easy«  – 3:04
 4. Bubblegum Lemonade vs Fin-Ray (Bubblegum Lemonade & Fin-Ray) –  »Fourteen Days«  – 2:46
 5. hearts attack the lonely ghosts (Hearts!Attack & Lonely Ghosts) –  »Heart Beats Hard And Fast«  – 2:49
 6. Snippet, Paisley and Charlie (Paisley & Charlie & Snippet) –  »Funny kind of love«  – 2:54
 7. The Postcard Music (The Argyle Wishlist & Skittle Alley) –  »The Perfect Song!«  – 2:44
 8. Dance Contest Winner (Le Man Avec Les Lunettes & Rough Bunnies) –  »Loverboy«  – 1:51
 9. Shipyard (we are soldiers we have guns & Ramo from The Greencoats / Douglas Hart) –  »Tjörn«  – 3:00
10. Funny Little June (Funny Little Dream & Fantastic June) –  »There’s Something I Need To Tell You«  – 3:08
 11. Pop Romantique! (The Jealous Sea & Golden Teardrops) –  »Monday«  – 3:29
12. Violet Twilights (Nicole & Stars in Coma) –  »Octopus Arms«  – 2:57
 13. Swimming Legend (Heart-Sick Groans & MacGyver Knife) –  »Swimming Legend«  – 2:13
 14. Kjell Kritik (Afraid of Stairs & Fredrik Jonasson Band) –  »Howls Annie«  – 6:06

Track Listing License
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Those who have made the music.

The Collaboration bands  
   musicians

about this project bands & musicians illustrators B2W teamcartoonists & poets
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The Alfred Barthlows People
Well, I was asked by Stefan who works with this project if I wanted to make a 
song and I really never thought of doing songs with anyone. Since everything that 
comes out of me is so intense and fragile, I really don’t have room for a second 
opinion. But I thought maybe I would try. I found this artist called Andreas Grundel, 
and I liked his soul for music, how he thinks right out of his head down to the 
tunes. I felt a little bit of me in him but different… well that’s how it goes.

»Knives and Needles«

about 

Tell us the story about the song!
The story about »Knives and Needles« is how we all are 
sometimes and about people that are wasting their life for 
nothing and how they lost track of their souls along that 
road of eyes looking intensely as they fail. Something me 
and Andreas have both felt at different points in life. It’s 
also about letting things go and really seeing inside yourself 
and to love with(out) boundaries. To loose someone that 
you love, that you care for more than you care about your 
own little bird singing inside your damaged head is hard. 
That is what happens inside the soul of the song.

Why did you choose to work together, and 
how did you meet?
Well, because we see music through the 
same eyes, we see music with sad eyes, 
I guess. Everything that matters is what 
you feel, not opinions. We meet when Le 
Days had a show in Varberg; soon after we 
started to talk and this brought us together.

Do you have plans to do more music 
together?
In fact we do. We did like the sound of all 
that we got inside our head – the mix, the 
pain from both sides of eyes. We see worlds 
differently from where we stand, that is 
something that did amaze me this time – 
like you know people see paintings different. 
To work together in music sometimes 
works and sometimes doesn’t. This feels 
like it may do, so we figured out why not, 
let’s cross worlds and see what we might 
find underneath. We are already making 
several songs for what maybe will become 
an album, who knows what our heads will 
tell us to do.

Le Days
I started when I didn’t have anywhere else to go. My head was 
full of dust and shit, so I played just to get it out. And that is 
all it is, nothing more, nothing less. Since years back I do music 
because I have to, my soul has to. Le Days is everything I am; 
uncompromised and I try to keep it that way as long as I need it, 
as long as it’s still inside my head.

about 

about

Le Days & Andreas Grundel

www.myspace.com/andreasgrundel

Le Days by Nena Magdalena Larsson  
 

The Alfred Barthlows People

Andreas Grundel
 »I started with music after I listened to a mixtape made by my  
 dad. Played in a couple of bands, but have now settled down with  
 my own project, Taunitzer See. I like the freedom.« 

www.myspace.com/ledays

Other comments?
I wish upon an eye, a star 
and that little voice telling 
me to let go …

Daniel Hedin

Lyrics by Daniel Hedin ‖ Music by Daniel Hedin & Andreas Grundel ‖ 
Mix and recording by Matthias Lundgren  Andreas Grundel
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EardrumsPop ‖ Between Two Waves ‖ March 2010

Trafik
André and Nicole met at a night club in Malmoe, Sweden. They 
soon found out they shared the love for artists such as Fleetwood 
Mac, Joni Mitchell and Simon & Garfunkel and decided to make 
music together. They recorded the song »Octopus Arms« for the 
»Between Two Waves« compilation and they are now working on 
full length album.

Written by André Brorsson»Octopus Arms«

about 

www.starsincoma.com

Fredrik Karlsson
 »Stars in Coma is basically me, André Brorsson, but we are a full  
 band with four members when it comes to playing live. I have  
 released albums and EPs since 2005 and we’ve done a number 
 of shows around in Europe, including Germany, Italy, Denmark,  
 England and Sweden.« 

Jerker Kaj
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Jerker Kaj & Fredrik Karlsson 

Trafik

Violet Twilights by Doris the Cat  
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Baffin Island
Named after the exact midpoint between Boise, Idaho, USA and Glasgow, Scotland, 
UK, Baffin Island combines the densely-layered indie pop of Boise's The Very Most 
with the more stripped down, thoughtful folky indie pop of Glasgow's The Hermit 
Crabs. The result is as sweet as you'd expect with healthy doses of Phil Spector, 
handclaps, delicate vocals, and lots and lots of reverb.

»You Make Two Weeks Two Days«

about 

Tell us the story about the song!
Well, I sent Mel some chords to write some words and a 
melody over, and then while she was doing that, I got all 
Spector-esque on this song. Or at least the most Spector-
esque I can get with just one person doing most of the 
instruments. I got the Very Most's drummer, Jake Hite, on 
the track, as well as some bari sax by Andy Rayborn. When 
we were finally able to unite the words and the music, it 
was a lovely, pop-tastic revelation. 

Why did you choose to work together, and 
how did you meet?
I asked Mel to do a song with me because 
The Hermit Crabs are one of my favorite 
bands. Unfortunately, even though I was 
in Glasgow in December, I haven’t met Mel. 
Mostly because I just got in touch with 
them after I got back from Glasgow.

Do you have plans to do more music 
together?
Yes, we hope to do at least one more song 
together and hopefully get someone to 
release the songs on vinyl. That seems like 
a good format for them.

The Very Most 
The Very Most are an indie-pop band from Boise, Idaho, USA, though with six members, they are 
quickly approaching »collective« status. They just completed their third full-length, A Year With 
The Very Most, which is a compilation of four EPs, each themed after a different season of the year. 
They’ve been cranking out the pop hits since 2002, and hope to be doing so for the foreseeable future.

about 

about

Jeremy from The Very Most & Mel from The Hermit Crabs

www.myspace.com/thehermitcrabsband

The Hermit Crabs   

Baffin Island

The Hermit Crabs
Mel formed The Hermit Crabs in January 2003 after a band that she was playing drums in was put 
on hold. That band was called California Snow Story. Time passed, old line-ups were exchanged for 
new, exciting shows were played at fun locations, sometimes in very small villages.

In 2005, Mel was a winner of the Burnsong national songwriting competition with a song called 
Feel Good Factor, and in January 2007 it became the title track of their debut release, a 4 track EP 
on the very excellent Matinée Recordings. More recently, in October 2007 Matinée released our first 
album, »Saw You Dancing«. Summer of 2008 saw them playing in NYC and Boston and the Autumn 
2008 saw the release of a new EP on Matinée. In 2010, the band got a new bass player, and they 
are currently working on new material. 

www.myspace.com/theverymost

Jeremy

Written by Melanie Whittle and Jeremy Jensen ‖ 
All instruments by Jeremy Jensen, except baritone 
saxophone by Andy Rayborn and drums by Jake Hite

 The Very Most 
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Do you have plans to do more music 
together?
Maybe, maybe not. Neither Boa Constrictor 
or the Honeydrips have any specific plans 
for further collaborations. But nothing is 
written in stone.

Tell us the story about the song!
It is always hard to tell a story about a 
song’cause in a way the song is supposed 
to speak for itself.

Boa Constrictor vs The Honeydrips
Boa Constrictor introduced the first idea for the song to The 
Honeydrips sometime around Christmas. Mikael (The Honeydrips) 
went back to Stockholm and started composing his own version 
of the song from this first idea. In the middle of January Boa 
Constrictor went into the studio and recorded the song. The 
material was sent to Mikael who then added his part to the 
collaboration.

Mixing by Kim Gunneriusson ‖ Mastering by Tobias Walka »Please do not lie«

about

The Honeydrips
The Honeydrips is a one-man band constisting of Mikael Carlsson.  

 »The purpose is to do whatever I feel like music-wise, hence the 
 one-man lineup (when you're in a full band you often find  
 yourself compromising). 
 An album called Here Comes The Future was released on the  
 Sincerely Yours label in 2007. The album was awarded the  
 Manifest pricze for best pop /electronica album. 
 The future of The Honeydrips lies within the fields of gangsta rap,  
 -94 hardcore and black metal. And whatever else I feel like doing. «   

Boa Constrictor
Boa Constrictor is a six member strong indiepop band from Borås 
in Sweden that was formed in 2008. During last year the band 
released two self produced CD-R EPs. In June 2009, a three inch 
split single with The Cavalcade from England was released on 
Cloudberry Records. 
Boa Constrictor is also a very large snake.

about

about 

www.myspace.com/thehoneydrips

The Honeydrips by Isak Alfredsson Bodin  
 

Boa Constrictor vs The Honeydrips

www.boaconstrictorband.com

Boa Constrictor & The Honeydrips
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Other comments?
Patrick recorded the drums 
with an ice lolly in his 
mouth.

 Why did you choose to work together, and how did you meet?
It came very naturally for us to collaborate with each other since we’re 
old friends and we have had actually spoken earlier about having the 
Honeydrips as guest appearance on either recordings or gigs of Boa 
Constrictor. So you can say that this project suited the situation.

about this project bands & musicians illustrators B2W teamcartoonists & poets
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Broken Motion
Broken Motion features the members of Paragraphs on guitar, 
percussion, bells, and keys and Jacob Grun, singer / guitarist for 
Me & My Arrow, as vocalist and producer.

»Once I’m a Doctor, I’ll Think Of Great Titles«

about

Tell us the story about the song!
Around the same time Paragraphs got asked to participate 
in the Between Two Waves project, vocalist / producer /
booker Jacob Grun emailed the band asking if they’d like 
to record a song in the studio he works at (Sound Gallery). 
Upon explanation of the project and realization that he was 
the frontman for local outfit Me & My Arrow (as well as a 
member of another great band, Ice Palace), Jacob offered 
to contribute vocals to the project. There was no hesitation 
and voila, the song was born.

Why did you choose to work together, and 
how did you meet?
Jacob from Me & My Arrow also books 
shows around the Twin Cities and after a 
few e-mails as they started playing out, 
Paragraphs started getting booked at 
classic Minneapolis /St. Paul venues like 
The Uptown Bar and The Turf Club, which 
led to getting booked elsewhere around 
town, all thanks to Jacob. 

Do you have plans to do 
more music together?
There are currently no plans 
for further collaborations, 
but then again, there were 
no plans to collaborate at 
all until all these pieces fell 
together, so who knows 
about the future?

Me And My Arrow 
 »Borrowing liberally from the bombastic Brit-rock playbook, then bathing it in  
 luxurious string arrangements, local nine-piece Me And My Arrow commands  
 attention whenever it takes the stage. Leading the epic charge is former  
 Seldomseen frontman and current Ice Palace guitarist and Sound Gallery Studios  
 co-owner Jacob Grun, whose theatrically inclined tenor is perfectly tailored to  
 scale the mountainous sonic backdrops erected by his bevy of bandmates. It’s a  
 larger-than-average group with a larger-than-average sound, and it wouldn’t be  
 surprising to see it graduate to larger-than-average stages as well.« 
Rob Van Alstyne, Twin Cities Decider

Paragraphs
We are Paragraphs (sometimes known as »prgrphs«), a Minneapolis trio that plays 
music featuring a lot of delay and loop pedal, epic toy Casios, a drummer with a 
goofy smile, and just a little bit of vocals. Our debut record, You Can't Make A Ghost 
Without Its Sheet, is available now digitally at prgrphs.com and a limited run of 
physical copies are being sold at our shows.

about

about

Paragraphs & Me And My Arrow 

www.meandmyarrowmusic.com

Broken Motion

www.prgrphs.com
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Bubblegum Lemonade
Bubblegum Lemonade formed in Glasgow as a  
vehicle for the indie pop recordings of Lawrence  
»Laz« McCluskey. Deriving the project’s name  
from the title of a Mama Cass album, McCluskey’s  
project is rooted in bubblegum pop and jangly 
groups like Talulah Gosh and Primal Scream.

Bubblegum Lemonade’s debut EP, was released 
on Matinée Recordings in early 2008 and 
a second EP, Susan’s in the Sky, followed in 
the summer of that year. Their debut album, 
»Doubleplusgood«, was released in November 
2008. 

Bubblegum Lemonade vs Fin-Ray
Bubblegum Lemonade vs Fin-Ray are Laz from Bubblegum Lemonade and  
Paul and Icky from Fin-Ray.

»Fourteen Days«

about 

 

Tell us the story about the song!
Laz (Bubblegum Lemonade) first met Icky 
and Paul (Fin-Ray) a few years back on 
a goverment funded training course for 
musicians. »Fourteen Days« is a song 
about waiting for the next cheque.

Fin-Ray
FIN-RAY are from Glasgow, Scotland and have been performing 
and recording under this name for two years.

Icky and Paul first met playing percussion for TEST DEPT Test 
Dept in 1990 and went on to form CLAN SPAMBORSKEE Clan 
Spamborskee which eventually developed into FREE RADICALS 
Free Radicals towards the end of the 20th century, this was after 
many line up changes.

They next started FIN-RAY Fin-Ray to experiment with their love of 
60s Garage Punk, Rockabilly and Psychedelia. 

about 

about 

Bubblegum Lemonade & Fin-Ray

www.myspace.com/finraytheband

Fin-Ray by Laz  
 

Bubblegum Lemonade vs Fin-Ray

www.myspace.com/bubblegumlemonade
 Laz Bubblegum by Sandra Whippie   
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Dance Contest Winner 
Dance Contest Winner came out from a pic that I (Alessandro) 
found surfing on Internet. Actually, I've lost it. A new name for a 
new collaboration. I guess we've decided to use this’cause Frida is a 
really good dancer, Alessandro is not.

Written by Frida Vermina ‖ Recorded and mastered by Alessandro 
Paderno at Us Random Calculator, Ghedi (BS)

»Loverboy«

about 

Tell us the story about the song!
Alessandro from LMALL and Frida 
recorded some songs when Frida was in 
Italy, in September 2009 for the »Bye Bye 
My Honey« party. Then all the LMALL gave 
their own contribution to the song (cello, 
voices, drum, etc.). LMALL and Rough 
Bunnies released a split double mini-CD-R 
few years ago and this compilation gave 
us the possibility to work together again. 

Why did you choose to work together, and 
how did you meet?
Well, when Knut wrote me I was organizing 
Frida's trip to Italy. So, she was the first in my 
list. She said »Ok. Let’s do it!«. Me and Fabio 
met Frida in Emmaboda, Sweden. We played 
at this amazing festival in 2005. Then we 
played together in Italy for a 5 days tour and 
then again in Copenaghen. She (and Anna, of 
course) are really good people.

Do you have plans to do 
more music together?
Frida is an awesome 
songwriter, so we hope to 
play /record again with her.

Rough Bunnies
Frida was born in Högsby, Sweden in 1983. Anna was born in Malmö, Sweden in 1981.

 »We are inspired by different kind of music, from Azerbajdjan folkmusic and Flamenco to The 
 Buzzcocks and Stefan Sundström, a delicious Swedish singer. Frida also has a huge CD-collection,  
 with many burned CDs of many exciting pop-bands.« 

 »Rough Bunnies (and their twin group Inside Riot) have inspired me more than any other band this 
 side of the millennium and this record is my way of thanking them. ROUGH BUNNIES SAVED MY  
 LIFE.« 
Gustaf Kjellvander (The Fine Arts Showcase)

about

about 

Le Man Avec Les Lunettes & Rough Bunnies

www.myspace.com/roughbunnies

Le Man Avec Les Lunettes by Marco Becker  
 

Dance Contest Winner

www.lmall.it

Le Man Avec Les Lunettes
They have released a debut composing of songs that are bundled up in the pop spirit with influence 
of Belle & Sebastian, Blur, Beatles and Beach Boys. The band hails from northern Italy and plays a 
mellow, laidback, melancholic, but at the same time somewhat ironic music – mixing twee pop, weird 
electronic backgound noises with some kind of warm jazzy feel. The first Italian band to ever be 
picked to perform at Sweden's Emmaboda festival, Le Man Avec Les Lunettes have played in Italy, 
Denmark, France, Germany, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, Spain and the UK for more than 120 shows.

Alessandro

 Rough Bunnies by Elena Morelli 

Anna

Frida
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Dizzie Bird 
In fact, Angela Aux and The Marble Man were both born in the 
same small town in Upper Bavaria. Yet for destiny’s sake, they 
only got to know each after they both moved to Munich 20 years 
later. After several tours together, they often planned to collabo-
rate on a project. Now, »Sunday Monkey« is the first song they 
recorded together as Dizzie Bird.

Written by Florian Kreier, Josef Wirnshofer»Sunday Monkey«

about 

Tell us the story about the song!
They met on a Sunday at around 12 a.m. When they started recording, they 
were both suffering from a severe hangover and didn’t have a definite idea 
yet, which direction the song might take. In the evening, their hangover was 
still there but they were too busy listening to the finished song in order to 
recognize it.

Why did you choose to work together, and how did you 
meet?
They first met at a concert in early 2007. Since then, they’ve 
discovered both their similar interest in music and their 
different approach in making music. Therefore, they both 
felt like trying what recording together might feel like.

Do you have plans to do 
more music together?
Currently, Dizzie Bird are 
planning to do an EP in 
the following months.

Angela Aux
Angela Aux is a bird on a wire. In future days, he could have been a sailor either / or 
a cook. Mainly he’s up for folk, krautrock and experimental music, somewhere 
among parties all tomorrows never got to know. Angela Aux released a free album 
on laridae and a single with his electro-kraut-funk-band L’egojazz in 2009. When 
the ship comes around, he’ll be counting speech bubbles somewhere out in the 
forcefields. Who could win a rabbit while living on a dirty road all his life? We need 
someone or something new: the fear of error is error itself.

about 

about 

The Marble Man & Angela Aux

www.myspace.com/angelaaux

Photos by Susanne Steinmaßl  
 

Dizzie Bird

www.themarbleman.de

The Marble Man
Josef Wirnshofer a.k.a. The Marble Man released his debut »Sugar Rails« in 2007 
to broad critical acclaim. After touring with the record, he started working on what 
would be his follow-up. While »Sugar Rails« was recorded at his parents’ house on 
a 4-track, mostly consisting of songs he wrote when he didn’t even have a driver’s 
licence, he decided to enter the studio in order to record his new record. Now, his 
second album »Later, Phoenix …« is coming out on May 14, 2010 via K&F Records /
Broken Silence.
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Trafik
André and Nicole met at a night club in Malmoe, Sweden. They 
soon found out they shared the love for artists such as Fleetwood 
Mac, Joni Mitchell and Simon & Garfunkel and decided to make 
music together. They recorded the song »Octopus Arms« for the 
»Between Two Waves« compilation and they are now working on 
full length album.

Written by André Brorsson»Octopus Arms«

about 

www.starsincoma.com

Fredrik Karlsson
 »Stars in Coma is basically me, André Brorsson, but we are a full  
 band with four members when it comes to playing live. I have  
 released albums and EPs since 2005 and we’ve done a number 
 of shows around in Europe, including Germany, Italy, Denmark,  
 England and Sweden.« 

Jerker Kaj
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Jerker Kaj & Fredrik Karlsson 

Trafik

Violet Twilights by Doris the Cat  
 

about this project B2W teambands & musicians illustrators cartoonists

Early To Bed
Early to Bed is a cross-atlantic collaboration between Meagan (Wisdom Tooth) 
and Henry (Me and the Horse I Rode In On). Meagan lives in the USA. Henry lives 
in Denmark. Together they make sounds.

Vocals Meagan ‖ Drum programming, synths, guitars, vocals Henry ‖ Mixed and 
mastered by Jim Bob Aiken

»Prayers«

about 

Tell us the story about the song!
This is a song I (Meagan) wrote in my dormitory room at 
college in Oberlin, Ohio. I recorded a scratchy, fuzzy, garage-
band version of it and sent it to Henry, who saw a lot of 
potential in it. Among other things, "Prayers" is about trying 
to get close to someone who acts tougher than they really 
are. That toughness is like a barbed wire fence, and the 
song is about spotting a hole in the fence and trying, really 
carefully, to reach through to the other side. It's dangerous 
business. You could get hurt really bad.

Why did you choose to work together, and how did you meet?
Henry and I have never met! He lives in Denmark and I live in the United 
States. He found me on the Internet and offered to work on some of my 
songs with me, so we tried it and the collaboration just took off from there. 
I know how to write songs but I can't lay down a solid instrumental track for 
the life of me, which is where Henry comes in. He listens to the songs I send 
him, feels them out, and then translates them into something more polished 
and eloquent,; something that articulates better what the original versions 
are clumsily trying to communicate.

Do you have plans to do 
more music together?
Hell yes, we do! Keep an 
eye out for more Early to 
Bed releases in the coming 
months.

Me and the Horse I Rode In On
 »I grew up in a tiny town in a tiny country. I don’t know what this does to people  
 but it caused me to dream about bigger things and bigger places. I now live in a  
 tiny city in the same tiny country. The dreams are still there … only now they  
 come to life through songs and other musical outbursts. I don’t see myself as an 
artist. I see myself as a man who’s been fortunate in finding a way to feel alive. 

 When asked to describe my music I usually respond that I make music for day- 
 dreamers walking around town with their headphones on thinking life could be  
 better; although life is pretty good as it is.«  Henry

Wisdom Tooth
Wisdom Tooth is Meagan Day. She likes to write songs, set up music shows, send 
and receive mail, produce and critically engage with all kinds of media, and covertly 
slip whiskey into her tea during the winter months in northeast Ohio where she 
currently resides.

about 

about 

Wisdom Tooth & Me and the Horse I Rode In On

www.myspace.com/okwisdomtooth
www.cllct.com/art/wisdomtooth

Early to Bed

Henry by Martin Dam Kristensen  
 

www.myspace.com/meandthehorse
www.meandthehorseirodeinon.bandcamp.com

 »Early to Bed music sounds envisioned to me, in a way that the Wisdom Tooth  
 solo stuff never has. By that I mean it sounds like it came with blueprints, like  
 we thought about the songs and consulted with each other while we were  
 building them, architect to architect.« 

Meagan writes:

Meagan  
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En handvändning 
 »We met a few years ago and started taking long walks in the  
 city of Malmö. At first we did not know what to talk about. But  
 eventually we found som common interest. For example we  
 both carry a great fascination for Greece. Therefore the next step 
 in our relationship will be to travel there. For the time being we  
 are planning to go to Greece. Jerker will write poems and Fredrik  
 will try to learn the language and take part in some agricultural  
 events.« 

»Ett Hus Av Trä«

about 

Solander
Solander used to be Fredrik Karlsson backed up by various people mostly from the 
Malmö underground scene. Sometimes in the form of a string quartet, an indie 
rockband or sometimes only by a single cellist. All of this is mere different kind of 
angles of what Solander sounds like, you never know. But what you do know, is 
that Solander makes music that’s based on strong melodies and thoughtful lyrics, 
a widespread variation in instrumentation, and a hunger to explore new paths 
and different ways to perform the songs.

Solander are now working on songs for a new album and this time doing so as a 
creative core of four consisting of Fredrik Karlsson, Anja Linna, Klas Sjöberg and 
Mikael Persson. This is also the same quartet that will embark a european tour 
next week!

Jerker Kaj
Jerker Kaj is a poet, a publisher (BOKFÖRLAG), a rock musician (SCRAPSOFTAPE),  
a projectionist (KINOILUND) and a record label owner (JEZEBELREC). 

about

about 

Jerker Kaj & Solander 

www.myspace.com/solandersweden

En handvändning

Tell us the story about the song!
This song is about losing your childhood 
idol. It is most personal for us, but we 
imagine that it is a universal theme.

Why did you choose to work together, 
and how did you meet?
We share a lot interests and felt that a 
collabortion would be fruitful for us both. 
Also this made for a good opportunity 
to dive deeper into the Swedish language 
for Fredrik and for Jerker to add extra 
dimensions to his poems.

Do you have plans to do more music 
together?
We are planning to do some new recordings 
of Jerkers poems. Also Fredrik is now doing 
a stop motion movie for Jerkers poem 
»Snårskog«.

Jerker Kaj and Fredrik Karlsson have made 
a stop-motion video of their song-making 
session. Have a look at it here: 
www.vimeo.com/10751210
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EardrumsPop ‖ Between Two Waves ‖ March 2010

Trafik
André and Nicole met at a night club in Malmoe, Sweden. They 
soon found out they shared the love for artists such as Fleetwood 
Mac, Joni Mitchell and Simon & Garfunkel and decided to make 
music together. They recorded the song »Octopus Arms« for the 
»Between Two Waves« compilation and they are now working on 
full length album.

Written by André Brorsson»Octopus Arms«

about 

www.starsincoma.com

Fredrik Karlsson
 »Stars in Coma is basically me, André Brorsson, but we are a full  
 band with four members when it comes to playing live. I have  
 released albums and EPs since 2005 and we’ve done a number 
 of shows around in Europe, including Germany, Italy, Denmark,  
 England and Sweden.« 

Jerker Kaj
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Jerker Kaj & Fredrik Karlsson 

Trafik

Violet Twilights by Doris the Cat  
 

about this project B2W teambands & musicians illustrators cartoonists

Faller Falling
Faller Falling is a collaboration between Chris Coffey of The Holy 
Roman Army and Warren Ahern of Kaplin. The collaboration 
reflects their shared love of atmospheric ambient electronica, 
post-rock and modern classical music. The collaboration marries 
the quieter moments of their bands to create hushed, tiny sym-
phonies.

Written by Faller Falling (Chris Coffey and Warren Ahern)»I Remember Evening«

about 

Tell us the story about the song!
»I Remember Evening« starts with a loop of Chris playing his mother-in-
law’s piano while listening to »Off The Ball« (an Irish sports show) on the 
radio. This was recorded one summer evening two years ago – hence the 
title – then was left dormant in his hard drive until recently. From this 
simple intro the track then builds with Warren’s guitar, descending piano 
chords and gentle electronic beats before breaking down into a quiet section 
featuring a sample of a John Rutter choir piece. The piece then builds back 
up on layers of Warren's guitar and accelerating beats before once again 
dissolving into the disembodied choir. 

Why did you choose to work together, and how did you meet?
Kaplin were the first band to give The Holy Roman Army a support slot back 
in the depths of the winter of 2008. Over late night drinks a shared love of 
Tindersticks, Max Richter and Rachel’s was discovered. Since then Chris and 
Warren have been in close contact and have been telling each other they 
really should collaborate on some music. This project finally gave us a good 
excuse to make good on this promise. Thank you!

Do you have plans to do more music together?
Yes! Since starting work on the collaboration we have 
quickly assembled a collection of songs which we are 
refining and tinkering with in the brief periods we have 
away from our bands.

Kaplin
 »They say they’ve spent three years trying to decide on their  
 sound. What they’ve ended up with is hard to describe – it’s  
 rock, definitely, but with Brian Cannon’s scratchy fiddle playing  
 giving it a dark, bluesy edge. If Calexico and Mark Lanegan cross-  
 pollinated it would sound a bit like this – and why didn’t anyone  
 think to sound like this before?« 

The Holy Roman Army 
The Holy Roman Army is Chris and Laura Coffey, a brother and 
sister from County Carlow, Ireland. They blend samples, synths, 
vocals and guitar to create music that encompasses electronica,  
hip-hop, dub, post-rock and shoegaze indie. Their debut album 
»How The Light Gets In« was released to considerable critical 
acclaim in Ireland in 2009.

about 

about 

The Holy Roman Army & Kaplin

www.myspace.com/kaplinmusic

Kaplin  
 

Faller Falling

www.myspace.com/theholyromanarmy

 The Holy Roman Army 
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EardrumsPop ‖ Between Two Waves ‖ March 2010

Trafik
André and Nicole met at a night club in Malmoe, Sweden. They 
soon found out they shared the love for artists such as Fleetwood 
Mac, Joni Mitchell and Simon & Garfunkel and decided to make 
music together. They recorded the song »Octopus Arms« for the 
»Between Two Waves« compilation and they are now working on 
full length album.

Written by André Brorsson»Octopus Arms«

about 

www.starsincoma.com

Fredrik Karlsson
 »Stars in Coma is basically me, André Brorsson, but we are a full  
 band with four members when it comes to playing live. I have  
 released albums and EPs since 2005 and we’ve done a number 
 of shows around in Europe, including Germany, Italy, Denmark,  
 England and Sweden.« 

Jerker Kaj
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Jerker Kaj & Fredrik Karlsson 

Trafik

Violet Twilights by Doris the Cat  
 

about this project B2W teambands & musicians illustrators cartoonists

Funny Little June
 »Hi , we are Funny Little Dream and Fantastic June from Jakarta,  
 Indonesia … trying to make music together!« 

»There’s Something I Need To Tell You«

about 
Tell us the story about the song!
This song is about a boy hiding his feeling 
from a girl that he likes … 

Why did you choose to work together, and how did you meet?
Ridwan from Fantastic June is our closest friend … we met on the internet 

Do you have plans to do more music together?
Maybe … 

Fantastic June
Ridwan founded Fantastic June on in 2004. In During the creativity process, he 
plays acoustic guitar and soft-synth in the preparation of his songs / lyrics. In early 
2005, Fantastic June released a free CD demo, and got which had a good feedback 
from his friends and others. In June 2007, Fantastic June released a mini album 
called »An EP«, which includes »May« as its first single.

about 

about 

Funny Little Dream & Fantastic June

www.fantasticjune.net

Funny LittleJune

www.funnylittledream.com

Funny Little Dream
Funny Little Dream is an indie pop duo from Jakarta, Indonesia. Consisting of 
Peppy (vocal) and Ganesha (music / vocal), Funny Little Dream is known for their 
delicate tunes, calming voices, and sweet melodies.

Formed in Jakarta at December 2007, the band already released one EP and one 
compilation album. Their debut album (s/t) was released on December 1st, 2009 
through Lovely Records.

Other comments?
Visit our website  

Funny Little Dream by Konny 

Funny Little Dream

 Fantastic June by Carryn and Ranni 
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EardrumsPop ‖ Between Two Waves ‖ March 2010

Trafik
André and Nicole met at a night club in Malmoe, Sweden. They 
soon found out they shared the love for artists such as Fleetwood 
Mac, Joni Mitchell and Simon & Garfunkel and decided to make 
music together. They recorded the song »Octopus Arms« for the 
»Between Two Waves« compilation and they are now working on 
full length album.

Written by André Brorsson»Octopus Arms«

about 

www.starsincoma.com

Fredrik Karlsson
 »Stars in Coma is basically me, André Brorsson, but we are a full  
 band with four members when it comes to playing live. I have  
 released albums and EPs since 2005 and we’ve done a number 
 of shows around in Europe, including Germany, Italy, Denmark,  
 England and Sweden.« 

Jerker Kaj
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Jerker Kaj & Fredrik Karlsson 

Trafik

Violet Twilights by Doris the Cat  
 

about this project B2W teambands & musicians illustrators cartoonists

hearts attack the lonely ghosts
hearts!attack were huge fans of Help She Can’t Swim, the former  
band of Tom Denney, and they love his new project, Lonely Ghosts.  
hearts!attack got in touch thinking he could bring out some of 
their electronic and spazz-rock influences and were delighted  
when he said he’d like to try something. From there both bands /  
artists have been trading ideas and are all excited about where 
it’s leading them.

»Heart Beats Hard And Fast«

about 

Tell us the story about the song!
Darren had an idea for a song that he 
thought would be perfect to collaborate 
on with Tom. He recorded some guitar 
and synth with vocal sketches and 
fired it to Tom, who immediately began 
working on programmed drums and vocal 
embellishments. hearts!attack's Sam 
then added a typically danceable bassline 
and Alexis wrote some heart-soaring 
vocal melodies. Le fin.

Why did you choose to work together, and 
how did you meet?
hearts!attack love Tom Denney’s work 
in HSCS and Lonely Ghosts, and were 
overjoyed when he agreed to work with 
them. Darren and Tom first met at a HSCS 
gig through a mutual friend, and then 
Darren interviewed Tom a while later for 
his fanzine.

Do you have plans to do more music together?
Who knows? Let’s not jinx it.

Lonely Ghosts
Lonely Ghosts is the alter-ego of Brighton musician Tom Denney. Since 2006 he has used this guise 
to explore what he considers to be »pop« music, in whatever shape or form it may take. From his 
home studio he creates an eclectic mix of songs blending a number of different sounds and styles, 
including casio-pop, moody synth-scapes, shoegaze guitar drones, woozy harmonies, post-punk, 
electronica/hip hop drum beats and emotive vocals.

Lonely Ghosts came into being while Tom was still playing with his old band, indie-noise heroes 
Help She Can’t Swim, and has come into its own since their split in 2008. The release of 2008s well 
received debut mini-album »Don’t Get Lost Or Hurt« cemented both Tom Denney’s pop songwriting 
knack and Lonely Ghosts as much more than just a side-project. 

about 

about 

hearts!attack & Lonely Ghosts

www.myspace.com/lonelyghosts

hearts!attack  

hearts attack the lonely ghosts 

www.myspace.com/heartspowattack 

hearts!attack
hearts!attack were started by Alexis and Darren in 2008. They spent a lot of time in Darren’s 
bedroom pretending to make music, while really refining their views on burritos and Indian cuisine. 
Then Alexis had to go back to her homeland (Boston, Massachusetts) so they recorded their 
scrappy songs and played shows, recruiting Sam to help with bass. Since then they’ve worked on 
songs transatlantically and got together twice to play a series of shows in the UK. They’ve had a 
Christmas song released twice by Cherryade Records and self-released their first ep in June 2009. 
They are currently putting the finishing touches to a brand new single and are shaping plans for a 
string of US dates this summer.

 Lonely Ghosts  
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EardrumsPop ‖ Between Two Waves ‖ March 2010

Trafik
André and Nicole met at a night club in Malmoe, Sweden. They 
soon found out they shared the love for artists such as Fleetwood 
Mac, Joni Mitchell and Simon & Garfunkel and decided to make 
music together. They recorded the song »Octopus Arms« for the 
»Between Two Waves« compilation and they are now working on 
full length album.

Written by André Brorsson»Octopus Arms«

about 

www.starsincoma.com

Fredrik Karlsson
 »Stars in Coma is basically me, André Brorsson, but we are a full  
 band with four members when it comes to playing live. I have  
 released albums and EPs since 2005 and we’ve done a number 
 of shows around in Europe, including Germany, Italy, Denmark,  
 England and Sweden.« 

Jerker Kaj
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Jerker Kaj & Fredrik Karlsson 

Trafik

Violet Twilights by Doris the Cat  
 

about this project B2W teambands & musicians illustrators cartoonists

Horse Opera
These fellows used to play together in a band called The You, and 
then went their separate ways. This song is a nice showcase of 
how it used to be.

Written by Josh Verbanets ‖ Performed/recorded by 
Meeting of Important People and Woody from Triggers ‖ 
Published by Haptunes (ASCAP)

»Horse Opera«

about 

Tell us the story about the song!
A song written back in 2005, when we were 
youngsters. About girls who were older 
than us and who watched 250 hours of old 
television space shows to write their college 
thesis.

Why did you choose to work together, and 
how did you meet?
Woody used to play drums in a band 
called The You with Josh from Meeting of 
Important People. This song was one of 
the tunes they used to do together.

Do you have plans to do 
more music together?
Never in a million fucking 
years.

Triggers
Triggers were formed on the no nonsense streets of Pittsburgh 
in 2005. They quickly dominated the Pittsburgh power pop scene 
and after releasing their enthusiastically received EP »Elude The 
Suits« they teamed up with acclaimed producer / engineer John 
Hiler (The Smashing Pumpkins, Stephen Stills, The Frogs, Danzig) 
to begin recording their full length album »Smoke Show« for 
Anomaly Records, which is out now.

Meeting of Important People
Meeting of Important People is a rock-and-roll-type band from 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, in the USA. Their debut album on 
Authentik Artists has been named a top 2009 release by several 
blogs and radio stations, and their upcoming 2010 EP »Quit Music« 
is garnering a great deal of international attention. They keep 
the loud parts loud and the pretty parts pretty, hopefully.

about

about

Meeting of Important People & Woody from Triggers

www.triggersmusic.com

Horse Opera 

Meeting of Important People  
 

www.meetingofimportantpeople.com

Woody  
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EardrumsPop ‖ Between Two Waves ‖ March 2010

Trafik
André and Nicole met at a night club in Malmoe, Sweden. They 
soon found out they shared the love for artists such as Fleetwood 
Mac, Joni Mitchell and Simon & Garfunkel and decided to make 
music together. They recorded the song »Octopus Arms« for the 
»Between Two Waves« compilation and they are now working on 
full length album.

Written by André Brorsson»Octopus Arms«

about 

www.starsincoma.com

Fredrik Karlsson
 »Stars in Coma is basically me, André Brorsson, but we are a full  
 band with four members when it comes to playing live. I have  
 released albums and EPs since 2005 and we’ve done a number 
 of shows around in Europe, including Germany, Italy, Denmark,  
 England and Sweden.« 

Jerker Kaj
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Jerker Kaj & Fredrik Karlsson 

Trafik

Violet Twilights by Doris the Cat  
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EardrumsPop ‖ Between Two Waves ‖ March 2010

Trafik
André and Nicole met at a night club in Malmoe, Sweden. They 
soon found out they shared the love for artists such as Fleetwood 
Mac, Joni Mitchell and Simon & Garfunkel and decided to make 
music together. They recorded the song »Octopus Arms« for the 
»Between Two Waves« compilation and they are now working on 
full length album.

Written by André Brorsson»Octopus Arms«

about 

www.starsincoma.com

Fredrik Karlsson
 »Stars in Coma is basically me, André Brorsson, but we are a full  
 band with four members when it comes to playing live. I have  
 released albums and EPs since 2005 and we’ve done a number 
 of shows around in Europe, including Germany, Italy, Denmark,  
 England and Sweden.« 

Jerker Kaj
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Jerker Kaj & Fredrik Karlsson 

Trafik

Violet Twilights by Doris the Cat  
 

about this project B2W teambands & musicians illustrators cartoonists

The Hurries
The Hurries feature Swedish band Girl Alliance and Spanish band Sundae in a 
story full of e-mails, MySpace messages, uploaded files and hurries …

Music by Girl Alliance and Sundae ‖ Lyrics by Girl Alliance  »Not That Easy«

about

Tell us the story about the song!
The song actually went round many times: we started with the ryhthm 
electric guitar, the bass, the drums, the horns and the harpsichord. Then 
Toby changed the bass notes, did all the vocals and a few more guitar parts 
(actually the noisiest are his!). Then we added yet another guitar part and 
the strings and redid the bassline (according to Toby’s changes) and the 
drums. So it was fully collaborating!

Do you have plans to do more music together?
It would be fun, but please no deadlines next time!Girl Alliance

 »A few years ago, I was asked by an acquaintance of mine to record a song for a  
 compilation CD. Me and my friend Jonas Petersson wrote a song together and at  
 that time Jonas had a big beard so we decided to call ourselves Girl Alliance. 

 After that Jonas moved in with his girlfriend and I havn’t heard from him ever since. 
 I kept the name and now I record songs on my own in my apartment in Lund,  
 Sweden, when I can’t sleep.«  Toby

Sundae & Girl Alliance

www.myspace.com/girlalliance

The Hurries 

Sundae  
 

www.sundae.es
www.myspace.com/sundaeordie 

Sundae
Sundae are born sometime during 2005 from the ashes of electronic pop band 
Shizuka. It wasn't until 2008 that the first complete line-up of the band (comprising 
Davis at vocals, Cris at guitars and programming, Raúl at guitars and Juanlu at bass) 
started to seriously write music, recording their first demo on February 2008, while 
preparing their first proper gig.

However, by the end of 2008 the band becomes became a duo with Davis singing 
and Cris playing everything else. They record their second demo on in early 2009, 
receiving reviews in many blogs all over the world. This leads led to both being 
awarded 3rd best demo of the year in on Spanish National Public Radio RNE and 
attracting the attention of digital label BEKO, who released a digital single with 
two new songs by the band in January 2010.

Sundae are at this point preparing new songs for a future split single on Cloudberry 
Records and possibly a self-released 10" later in 2010, and starting to organise a 
new line-up for live shows. Their sound could be described as a mixture of shoegaze 
with Sarah Records influenced indiepop, showing their love for bands like Trembling 
Blue Stars, The Radio Dept, The Cure, My Bloody Valentine, The Field Mice, Brighter, 
Aberdeen, Slowdive, The Postal Service and New Order.

about

about

Sundae

Why did you choose to work together, and how did you 
meet?
Cris from Sundae was listening to Girl Alliance non-stop 
when the possibility of being on the comp came, so it was 
an obvious thing to do. The good thing is Toby from Girl 
Alliance was actually keen on the idea!

 Girl Alliance  
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Trafik
André and Nicole met at a night club in Malmoe, Sweden. They 
soon found out they shared the love for artists such as Fleetwood 
Mac, Joni Mitchell and Simon & Garfunkel and decided to make 
music together. They recorded the song »Octopus Arms« for the 
»Between Two Waves« compilation and they are now working on 
full length album.

Written by André Brorsson»Octopus Arms«

about 

www.starsincoma.com

Fredrik Karlsson
 »Stars in Coma is basically me, André Brorsson, but we are a full  
 band with four members when it comes to playing live. I have  
 released albums and EPs since 2005 and we’ve done a number 
 of shows around in Europe, including Germany, Italy, Denmark,  
 England and Sweden.« 

Jerker Kaj
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Jerker Kaj & Fredrik Karlsson 

Trafik

Violet Twilights by Doris the Cat  
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Jacob Borshard & Cake on Cake
Jacob Borshard and Helena Sundin are both visual artists turned 
bedroom pop auteurs. Their music shares a similar bittersweet 
heart amidst a melodic and harmony-filled soundscape.

»Summer Will Have Its Way«

about Tell us the story about the song!
Jacob and Helena studied each other’s 
music and e-mailed about a dreamy sound 
and theme that would fit each other's 
style. Then Jacob found an unfinished song 
fragment in his head that he wanted to 
hear Helena sing. He wrote out the song 
and recorded a simple demo that he send 
Helena’s way. Helena recorded vocals and 
other instrumentation, then sent it back 
to Jacob, who did the same, and so on and 
so forth until the deadline approached and 
the mp3 was sent on its merry way.
 

Why did you choose to work together, and 
how did you meet?
Jacob was at a loss to collaborate with 
anyone or anything for this compilation 
(Phil Spector was not available), so he 
asked Knut from Eardrums to play musical 
matchmaker; »Perhaps a girl who can 
sing and can compose Brian Wilson-style 
segments,« was Jacob’s wild fantasy. Two 
days later, Knut came through with the 
perfect connection; Helena from Sweden’s 
Cake on Cake. The two collaborated via 
e-mail from their respective corners of the 
globe and this track is the result.Do you have plans to do 

more music together?
No plans, but lots of hopes!

Cake on Cake
Cake on Cake is the band of 28 years old Helena Sundin. She grew 
up in a small village in the north of Sweden and has been playing 
various instruments since childhood. She started to record music 
while studying at the Academy of Fine Arts in Umeå, and in June 
2004 Cake on Cake was formed.

To begin with the music was rather experimental but soon it 
started to shape into pop-songs. Cake on Cake started as a one-
woman band, but now Helena is backed by Andreas Gabrielsson 
on bass and Kristina Sundin on metallophone and vocals.

Jacob Borshard
Jacob Borshard grew up in suburban Texas, where he picked up 
a ukulele in 1994. He’s been writing sad and funny songs ever 
since. His three albums are available for free on his website. 
Jacob is also a cartoonist and champion pizza delivery driver.

about

about

Jacob Borshard & Cake on Cake

www.cakeoncake.se

Jacob Borshard by Jacob Borshard  
 

Jacob Borshard  Cake on Cake

www.creebobby.com

Written by Jacob Borshard ‖ Performed
by Helena Sundin, Jacob Borshard, 
Andreas Gabrielsson & Kristina Sundin

Cake on Cake by Sofie Ekholm   

Jacob Borshard has made a cartoon about 
the song and how it was made. Have a look 
at it here! The cartoon is available for sale 
as a limited edition screenprint.

about this project bands & musicians illustrators B2W teamcartoonists & poets

www.store.nakatomiinc.com/summerwillhaveitswaybyjacobborshard.aspx
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Trafik
André and Nicole met at a night club in Malmoe, Sweden. They 
soon found out they shared the love for artists such as Fleetwood 
Mac, Joni Mitchell and Simon & Garfunkel and decided to make 
music together. They recorded the song »Octopus Arms« for the 
»Between Two Waves« compilation and they are now working on 
full length album.

Written by André Brorsson»Octopus Arms«

about 

www.starsincoma.com

Fredrik Karlsson
 »Stars in Coma is basically me, André Brorsson, but we are a full  
 band with four members when it comes to playing live. I have  
 released albums and EPs since 2005 and we’ve done a number 
 of shows around in Europe, including Germany, Italy, Denmark,  
 England and Sweden.« 

Jerker Kaj
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Jerker Kaj & Fredrik Karlsson 

Trafik

Violet Twilights by Doris the Cat  
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Joel & Julia
Joel Nicholson (Butcher The Bar) and Julia Guther (Guther) have known each other 
for a couple of years, after Julia designed the delightful cover art for Butcher The 
Bar’s debut release »Sleep At Your Own Speed« on Morr Music. Since then, they 
became friends, and after both contributing work to »A Good Crop« in 2008, Joel 
and Julia decided to work together on a track for Eardrums’ collaborative themed 
release »Between Two Waves«.

»Pope Pius X«

about

Tell us the story about the song!
»Pope Pius X« is my first attempt at writing a song that 
references my youth in and around my hometown of 
Rotherham, South Yorkshire, and more specifically, is an 
example of how nostalgia can blur the details of reality. 
I felt that a good way to suggest this idea was to place a 
series of specific incidents into a song, in an attempt to 
recreate the way we fuse various independent occurances 
to form one singular feeling. Or rather, how fitting it would 
be to consider nostalgia by cramming ten years of youth 
into a three and a half minute pop song? 
Pope Pius X is the name of a Catholic school which 
neighboured the house that I grew up in, and their playing 
field was a popular place to spend time as a kid. That place, 
along with a handful of other moments mentioned in the 
song, help summarise my youth in a non-specific fashion, 
much like that of nostalgic sentiment.

Why did you choose to work together, and how did you meet?
Julia and I met in February of 2008 in Berlin. Julia would be lending her wonderful artistic 
vision to design the cover art for Butcher The Bar’s debut record »Sleep At Your Own Speed«. 
Since then we have stayed in touch and become friends, and when Knut contacted us about 
the collaboration compilation I thought it would be a great opportunity to work with Julia, and 
a fun way to form a song.

Do you have plans to do 
more music together?
The song we contributed 
for this compilation is 
intended to appear on the 
next Butcher The Bar record, 
using either this version, or 
recording the song again 
to realise an alternative 
identity, but that is up in the 
air at present. Hopefully we 
will work together again in 
the future.

Julia Guther
Julia Guther is a Berlin based graphic designer, illustrator and 
musician.
In 2002 she formed the band Guther (with Berend Intelmann, and 
later Patrick Arp) releasing both »I Know You Know« in 2003, and 
the Norman Nitzsche produced »Sundet« in 2006 on respected 
German indie label Morr Music. 
As a graphic artist, Julia has worked closely with Morr music, 
providing cover artwork for the likes of Telekinesis, The Go Find, 
Au Revoir Simone, The Wooden Birds and Butcher The Bar, and has 
played an integral role in contributing to Morr’s unique identity. 
More recently, Julia produced artwork for Japanese label Rallye, 
which has resulted in a support slot with musician Yuri Miauchi on 
his tour of Japan in May 2010.

Butcher The Bar
Butcher The Bar is Manchester based musician Joel Nicholson. 
Joel began writing and recording music as a solo artist in the 
Spring of 2007 using a collection of second hand instruments and 
a Fostex. A copy of these demos ended up in the hands of Thomas 
Morr, and by the Summer of 2008, Butcher The Bar had signed to 
Morr Music and released debut album »Sleep at Your Own Speed«. 
Joel is currently working on a second Butcher The Bar record.

about

about 

Butcher The Bar & Julia Guther

www.juliaguther.de
www.myspace.com/morrmusicguther

Joel   Julia 

www.myspace.com/butcherthebarband

Joel
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Trafik
André and Nicole met at a night club in Malmoe, Sweden. They 
soon found out they shared the love for artists such as Fleetwood 
Mac, Joni Mitchell and Simon & Garfunkel and decided to make 
music together. They recorded the song »Octopus Arms« for the 
»Between Two Waves« compilation and they are now working on 
full length album.

Written by André Brorsson»Octopus Arms«

about 

www.starsincoma.com

Fredrik Karlsson
 »Stars in Coma is basically me, André Brorsson, but we are a full  
 band with four members when it comes to playing live. I have  
 released albums and EPs since 2005 and we’ve done a number 
 of shows around in Europe, including Germany, Italy, Denmark,  
 England and Sweden.« 

Jerker Kaj
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Jerker Kaj & Fredrik Karlsson 

Trafik

Violet Twilights by Doris the Cat  
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Johnny Favourite & The Exs
little xs for eyes and Johnny Favourite have long admired each other from near 
and afar. They recorded the song »Dropping Bomb« together in London in 2007 
and have played a number of times on the same bill.

Words by Johnny Fitzsimons ‖ Music by Johnny Fitzsimons / Davey Moor / Bennie Reilly ‖ 
Recorded by Conor Ryan

»Of Love«

about

Tell us the story about the song! … of love:

I carried her over the water
and laid her down under a tree
where the culvers white, all day and all night
and the winds from every quarter
sing agreeably
sing agreeably
sing agreeably of love.

I put a gold ring on her finger
and pressed her close to my heart
while the fish in the lake
their snapshots take
to the thrill of the tree line swingers
sing agreeably …

Clouds, they’re puffin out their grey warnings
houses creak their necks for a look
tables and chairs, well they say their suitable prayers
while I’m packin’ my bags
I’m hearin’ voices
that sing agreeably …

Well the computations rolled in
and honey I’m loosin’ my hair
all these failures are framed by the dips in my veins
and the rush of blood runnin’ up my head
sings regrettably …

Why did you choose to 
work together, and how 
did you meet?
We met in Art College. 
Collaborations can be 
painful, but we’d worked 
together before, so …

Do you have plans to do 
more music together?
For sure.

Johnny Favourite
For past three or so years, Johnny Favourite has been teaching himself guitar and writing songs. 
Relatively unknown, he has moved himself from the tenement high rises to an isolated keyhole in 
the country where he exists as inconspicuous as a tarantula on a slice of angel food.

little xs for eyes 
Formed in early 2006 this indie-folk pop band from Dublin, Ireland features members, past and 
present, of Life After Modelling, Butterfly Explosion, Le Galaxie (formerly 66E), ellison9 and SPIDERS. 
The songwriting core of the band, the couple Bennie Reilly and Davey Moor, began writing together 
after the demise of their previous projects and assembled a group of musician friends from the Dublin 
music scene – Aaron Copeland, Michelle Considine and the couple Sorcha Brennan and Al Higgins. 
Their 2007 recorded debut – , an eponymous EP recorded and co-produced by Eoin Bailey – features 
heavily layered harmonies, and instruments such as ukulele, electric mandolin and glockenspiel to 
augment the regular drums, bass, guitar and keys set-up.

After spending a year in London, Reilly and Moor returned to Ireland in August 2008. Continuing 
where they left off, the band played a number of shows and in December, recorded an RTE radio 
session. The following year, Brennan and Higgins left to concentrate on Sleep Thieves and Le 
Galaxie respectively, Lucy Jackson (formally of Tidal District) and Adrian Reilly taking their places. 
They are working on an album to be released in 2010.

about

about

little xs for eyes & Johnny Favourite

Johnny Favourite    The Exs

www.myspace.com/littlexsforeyes

inspired by W.H. Auden 
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Trafik
André and Nicole met at a night club in Malmoe, Sweden. They 
soon found out they shared the love for artists such as Fleetwood 
Mac, Joni Mitchell and Simon & Garfunkel and decided to make 
music together. They recorded the song »Octopus Arms« for the 
»Between Two Waves« compilation and they are now working on 
full length album.

Written by André Brorsson»Octopus Arms«

about 

www.starsincoma.com

Fredrik Karlsson
 »Stars in Coma is basically me, André Brorsson, but we are a full  
 band with four members when it comes to playing live. I have  
 released albums and EPs since 2005 and we’ve done a number 
 of shows around in Europe, including Germany, Italy, Denmark,  
 England and Sweden.« 

Jerker Kaj
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Jerker Kaj & Fredrik Karlsson 

Trafik

Violet Twilights by Doris the Cat  
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Joyeux Noel is How You Say Merry Christmas  
 in French

Joyeux Noel is How You Say Merry Christmas in French
Joyeux Noel is How You Say Merry Christmas in French joined 
together immediately after being invited to participate in Eardrums 
Pop’s »Between Two Waves« compilation. The group was excited 
at the notion of contributing both to such an interesting project 
and also to have the honor of being invited by one of their favorite 
indie blogs.

Song by The Bilinda Butchers, ski_music ‖ Produced by 
Lukas Untersteiner 

»Left Behind«

about 

Tell us the story about the song!
The writing and recording process went 
incredibly smoothly. The group secluded 
themselves in a friend’s mountain cabin, 
and surrounded by a serene, snowy 
landscape they began their work together. 
Perhaps both parties involved were 
surprised to find that working with others 
actually made recording and songwriting 
a more interesting process. Though it was 
challenging, it was also very rewarding to 
have new points of view and watch their 
project finally materialize.

Why did you choose to work together, and how did you meet?
The groups met through the Internet and had long wanted to 
collaborate. So when The Bilinda Butchers were first invited 
to participate in this project, working with Vivian of ski_music 
was an obvious choice. The members knew immediately the 
type of song that hoped to create together. Elements of both 
The Bilinda Butchers and ski_music’s styles are present in 
»Left Behind« and both groups also contributed vocals.

Do you have plans to do more music 
together?
Not at this time, but considering how 
enjoyable and rewarding this process was, 
it’s not at all out of the question. 

ski_music
ski_music is Vivian a.k.a. ezv's solo project. She’s taken her love of 
everything from 80s new wave to shoegaze and makes what she 
likes to call »dreamy bedroom synth pop«. Vivian currently resides in 
San Francisco, California and is signed to Rain Above Records.

The Bilinda Butchers
The Bilinda Butchers are a bedroom pop duo comprised of Michalek  
and Adam, two close friends who’ve long had an affinity for all 
different types of music. They take their name from seminal 
shoegazing group My Bloody Valentine’s guitarist. Among their 
favorite genres are dream pop, bossa nova, soundtracks (especially 
Japanese video game soundtracks), and pop music in general. The 
pair have been creating and self-producing music together in their 
homes for fun over three years. Michalek and Adam are looking  
forward to increasing their creative output over the next few months.

about 

about 

www.myspace.com/iheartskimusic

 The Bilinda Butchers 
 

The Bilinda Butchers & ski_music

www. myspace.com/thebilindabutchers

 ski_music  
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Trafik
André and Nicole met at a night club in Malmoe, Sweden. They 
soon found out they shared the love for artists such as Fleetwood 
Mac, Joni Mitchell and Simon & Garfunkel and decided to make 
music together. They recorded the song »Octopus Arms« for the 
»Between Two Waves« compilation and they are now working on 
full length album.

Written by André Brorsson»Octopus Arms«

about 

www.starsincoma.com

Fredrik Karlsson
 »Stars in Coma is basically me, André Brorsson, but we are a full  
 band with four members when it comes to playing live. I have  
 released albums and EPs since 2005 and we’ve done a number 
 of shows around in Europe, including Germany, Italy, Denmark,  
 England and Sweden.« 

Jerker Kaj
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Jerker Kaj & Fredrik Karlsson 

Trafik

Violet Twilights by Doris the Cat  
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Kjell Kritik
 »We have played together since the start of 2009 in the band  
 Afraid of Stairs, and when asked to do something for this  
 compilation we decided to team-up and see what would happen.« 

Written by Fredrik Jonasson & Pontus Wallgren»Howls Annie«

about

Tell us the story about the song!
At the time, when we wrote this, the song wasn’t made. So no story. Nope. 
Sorry. Get a life.

Why did you choose to work together, and 
how did you meet?
It seemed like a fun thing to do. So why not 
do it. We met at a party held at Brallans 
house. This was in 2004. In 2009, when 
Afraid of Stairs started looking for more 
members, they decided to ask Fredrik to 
join them. And he did. So we all laughed and 
cheered and did a little dance till the sun 
came up.

Do you have plans to do 
more music together?
Yes. We will continue to do 
so in Afraid of Stairs, and 
possibly other projects.

Fredrik Jonasson Band
 »Fredrik Jonasson Band consists of me, Fredrik Jonasson. Ergo a one-man band.  
 I started up my project in the fall of 2003 when I bought Brallans Boss Br8 porta  
 studio. Initially I was meant to play loud, noisy, straight pop, much like the early  
 recordings of Ride. But due to lack of proper equipment I turned toward the fine  
 and wholesome art of lo-fi. Tobin Sprout for president!« 

Afraid of Stairs
 »Pontus Wallgren plays in the band Afraid of Stairs. First there was the  
 bandname, then there was the band. The first members were Pontus Wallgren,  
 Max Sjöholm and a bunch of their friends. And this worked ›well‹ for six years.  
 Then we decided to add some new members to spice things up a bit, and also  
 make it possible for us to play live. And that’s were we are right now.« 

about

about

Afraid of Stairs & Fredrik Jonasson Band

www.myspace.com/fredrikjonassonband

Kjell Kritik

Photo by Fredrik Jonasson and Ingrid Forsberg/Pontus Wallgren  
 

www.myspace.com/afraidofstairs
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Trafik
André and Nicole met at a night club in Malmoe, Sweden. They 
soon found out they shared the love for artists such as Fleetwood 
Mac, Joni Mitchell and Simon & Garfunkel and decided to make 
music together. They recorded the song »Octopus Arms« for the 
»Between Two Waves« compilation and they are now working on 
full length album.

Written by André Brorsson»Octopus Arms«

about 

www.starsincoma.com

Fredrik Karlsson
 »Stars in Coma is basically me, André Brorsson, but we are a full  
 band with four members when it comes to playing live. I have  
 released albums and EPs since 2005 and we’ve done a number 
 of shows around in Europe, including Germany, Italy, Denmark,  
 England and Sweden.« 

Jerker Kaj
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Jerker Kaj & Fredrik Karlsson 

Trafik

Violet Twilights by Doris the Cat  
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Kubot
 »Born and raised in the southern woods of Sweden. Released  
 the ep ›In Evropa‹ and the debut album ›In Ellpen‹ as Kubot  
 on Speakerphone Recordings back in the year 2000. 

 Have been working on the follow up for 10 almost years 
 now. It is close to finished and should see the light of day  
 somewhere around 2010 / 2011.« 

Music by Martin Gustafsson and Martin Bergström ‖ Lyrics by Martin Gustafsson»T«

about

Boy Omega & Bergdom

about this project bands & musicians illustrators B2W teamcartoonists & poets

Kubot by Kubot  

Tell us the story about the song!
The first parts for this song we’re actually written and 
recorded back in 2001. After that, we decided to let it 
rest in a shoe box. A few years later, we picked it up and 
wrote and recorded some more parts. Thereafter, we 
decided to let it sleep in a glove department. A couple of 
years later, we picked it up again and finally (thanks to 
this compilation), we managed to finish it. The song was 
instrumental for many years, until one day when MG 
came up with the vocal melody and wrote some lyrics. The 
song will appear on the forthcoming Kubot album.

Do you have plans to do more 
music together?
Yes. We plan to finish and 
release Kubot album # 2. 
We also have plans to do 
a fullength album as »Boy 
Omega & Bergdom« and do 
some touring together.

Why did you choose to work together, and how did you meet? 
We’re both from the small town Nässjö in the south of Sweden. When we first 
met, we came from very different musical backgrounds. Martin G was the 
drummer and songwriter for an indiepop outfit. Martin B was the singer /
 growler for a hc / crust band. Despite these differences, we instantly clicked 
and decided to make music together. We have now been best friends for 16 years.

 

Other comments?
Thanks for having us!

Boy Omega
Boy Omega is the roof under which Martin Henrik Gustafsson 
collects his solo songs. Boy Omega has released five fullength 
albums and a few EPs and singles on record labels all around the 
world (Glitterhouse, Acuarela, Riptide, Stereo Test Kit, A West 
Side Fabrication, Slight etc). He has done close to 300 live shows. 
On friday the 13th of November 2009, Boy Omega’s fifth and 
latest album »The Ghost That Broke In Half« was released on CD 
and clear vinyl. 

about 

www.boyomega.com
www.myspace.com/boyomega
www.voidfaith.net/band/boyomega/biography.htm

Bergdom
Bergdom is Martin Bergström’s solo project. Formerly known 
as Sin Närmiljö. For many years Martin has mostly worked with 
sound art. He’s a member of the art collective New Beginings. 
The plan with Bergdom is to make more melodic electro music.

about 

www.myspace.com/bergdom

 

Kubot have their own website: www.myspace.com/kubotmusic

Kubot
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Trafik
André and Nicole met at a night club in Malmoe, Sweden. They 
soon found out they shared the love for artists such as Fleetwood 
Mac, Joni Mitchell and Simon & Garfunkel and decided to make 
music together. They recorded the song »Octopus Arms« for the 
»Between Two Waves« compilation and they are now working on 
full length album.

Written by André Brorsson»Octopus Arms«

about 

www.starsincoma.com

Fredrik Karlsson
 »Stars in Coma is basically me, André Brorsson, but we are a full  
 band with four members when it comes to playing live. I have  
 released albums and EPs since 2005 and we’ve done a number 
 of shows around in Europe, including Germany, Italy, Denmark,  
 England and Sweden.« 

Jerker Kaj
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Jerker Kaj & Fredrik Karlsson 

Trafik
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Leaving Rio
Leaving Rio began in 2010 when Ben of Onward Chariots and 
Sébastian of Cineplexx awoke one morning in the same gutter 
in Rio de Janeiro's Travessa do Comércio. Upon discovering that 
their lives had both been ruined by the same mysterious Brazilian 
beauty, they bonded in their misery. They repaired Ben’s 3-real-
a-day flophouse, and, sixty-two hours and twenty-four shots of 
cachaça later, they had written this song. 

»Vanish«

about 

 

Tell us the story about the song!
At 4 am, Sébastian shook Ben awake. 
»We’ve got to write a song about this,« he 
croaked. Ben then began loudly singing 
the chorus of a song he'd written some 
years ago, and both men realized it would 
fit nicely with Sébastian's bossa-tinged 
production. Sébastian created a new verse, 
which then inspired Ben to write a verse of 
his own. Just then, Dan and Rus of Onward, 
Chariots dropped by on their way to busk 
in Rio’s subways for cigarette money, and 
they agreed to record some live snare and 
bass. Ben wrote some words, Sébastian 
wrote some words, and after Ben passed 
out Sébastian produced the whole thing on 
a neighbor’s Commodore 64. 

 

Why did you choose to 
work together, and how did 
you meet?
Well, there was this beautiful 
mysterious girl in Rio, and 
then ... oh, never mind.
 

Do you have plans to do more music 
together?
Come see us this summer! Both of our bands 
will be playing at Indietracks in 2010, and 
we're hoping to get a chance to play the 
song together there, and besides by then we 
will probably have sobered up. Onward, Chariots

Onward, Chariots hail from tiny Brooklyn, New York, USA. Ben, 
Dan, Shawn, and Rus have been trying their best to create little 
pop gems since 2009, and they are still amazed at all the nice 
things people have said about their two Tweefort singles on 
international blogs and radio. Until recently people called them 
»Chariots of Tuna«, which is fine. Come see them in 2010 at 
Indietracks, International Pop Overthrow, and / or the Athens 
Popfest!

about 

about 

Cineplexx & Onward, Chariots

www. myspace.com/onwardchariots

Leaving Rio 

 Cineplexx  

www.cineplexx.net

Cineplexx
Cineplexx is the unique musical creation of Sébastian Litmanovich – an Argentine 
graphic artist and musician, who currently calls Barcelona home.

»The Velvet Underground was the first band that really blew my mind … and I’ve 
been a fan of ABBA ever since I was four,« he admits. For Sébastian, his life and 
career have been as varied and exciting as his musical influences.

Cineplexx was created in 1997 and the debut album »Posologia« came two years 
later on New York indie label, Caipirinha. Ten years on, Cherry Red Records  
released Nuevahola – a fantastic collection of old, new & rare songs, hand-picked 
from the six albums Cineplexx has recorded so far. 

 

Other comments?
Ben says: »It’s wonderful to work with someone as amiable and mellow as 
Sébastian. It was the kind of process in which one person would say, ›How 
about we try this?‹ and the other would say, ›Sure!‹ It’s also exciting to get to 
work with someone in another country.«

Composed by Ben Morss & Sébastian Litmanovich ‖ Produced by 
Cineplexx & Onward Chariots ‖ Keyboards, vocals by Ben Morss ‖ Guitars, 
keyboards, vocals by Sébastian Litmanovich (Cineplexx) ‖ Bass by 
Rus Wimbish ‖ Drums by Dan Davine

 

Says Sébastian, »It was a great coincidence 
to meet Ben and work with the band on 
this romantic tune but, please man, you 
have to forget that girl!«

Onward, Chariots   
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Trafik
André and Nicole met at a night club in Malmoe, Sweden. They 
soon found out they shared the love for artists such as Fleetwood 
Mac, Joni Mitchell and Simon & Garfunkel and decided to make 
music together. They recorded the song »Octopus Arms« for the 
»Between Two Waves« compilation and they are now working on 
full length album.

Written by André Brorsson»Octopus Arms«

about 

www.starsincoma.com

Fredrik Karlsson
 »Stars in Coma is basically me, André Brorsson, but we are a full  
 band with four members when it comes to playing live. I have  
 released albums and EPs since 2005 and we’ve done a number 
 of shows around in Europe, including Germany, Italy, Denmark,  
 England and Sweden.« 

Jerker Kaj
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Jerker Kaj & Fredrik Karlsson 
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Violet Twilights by Doris the Cat  
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Loud Off & ANT
It’s a collaboration with Italian instrumentalists Loud Off. They 
did the beautiful music and Antony Harding a.k.a. ANT, wrote the 
words and sang. The song it’s called »Crying No Tears«.

»Crying No Tears«

about 

Tell us the story about the song!
The song is about my four year old son who used to cry 
with no tears when he was a baby. It’s about knowing one 
day he will grow up and move on and how I’ll miss all those 
close tender little moments. It’s a song about fatherhood 
but also about any close relationship. 

Why did you choose to work together, and how did you 
meet?
Loud Off have always loved ANT music, so they decided to 
write to him and asked if he was interested to make a song 
together. It was a really curious thing, so the proposal has 
been approved soon.

Do you have plans to do more music together?
We are talking about new collaborations or even to create 
a new complete album together. The best thing would be 
meeting somewhere in Sweden to play together.

ANT
 Released records in England, did one John Peel session, recorded 
in Italy with Homesleep, moved to Sweden and last year released 
an EP with Acuarela in Spain. Working on a new album. Ant has 
released several solo-albums and several albums with his former 
band Hefner.

Loud Off
A memory, a lack. A meeting with the unexpected in the pockets 
of a jacket. Loud Off is the colour of starkness of northern regions, 
a suspension of feelings. The smell of flowing thoughts. The band 
was born in November 2008. Mainly two acoustic guitars, piano, 
violin, and now with new members as: trumpet, trombone, cello 
and drum.

Our idea comes from the intention to represent an alternative 
music with north-European influences and it’s open to any kind 
of collaboration.

about 

about 

Loud Off & Ant (ony Harding)

www.antpop.com
www.myspace.com/antonyharding

Loud Off Ant

www.myspace.com/loudoff

Music by Loud Off ‖ Words and vocals by ANT

Other comments?
It's a pleasure to work 
together.

Antony
ANT   Loud Off   
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meso meso & vapour trail
vapour trail and meso meso met each other as members of Shugo Tokumaru Band 
in 2005. Since then they often play in the same events and make music together.

Written by vapour trail & meso meso»Marsbit«

about 

Tell us the story about the song!
I made the instrumental music album 
in 2006.Then this track became an out 
take of the album. But I wanted to renew 
this track with female vocals and I asked 
meso meso to sing on this track. There 
is an unique contrast between the glitch 
electronica sound and meso meso’s 
ethereal vocal.

Why did you choose to work together, and 
how did you meet?
We have met as members of Shugo 
Tokumaru Band. She plays many 
instruments and also sings for the band. 
And I like meso meso’s vocals, so I asked 
her to sing for my track.

Do you have plans to do more music together?
We don’t have a plan yet but if I make a track which suits 
meso meso’s vocals, I will ask her again and definitely 
would like to make more music together.

vapour trail
vapour trail is the solo project of Yorihito Matsumoto. He fuses finger picking 
acoustic guitar, electronics and soft vocals to create delicate and refreshing 
electronica / folk oriented pop sounds. And you might find shoegazer influence in 
his music as well. 

He released the his debut album on Magic Book Records in 2006 and contributed 
to several compilation albums. And he used to be a member of Shugo Tokumaru 
Band and Muffin.

vapour trail is currently working for the new album.

about 

about 

meso meso & vapour trail

http://vprtrl.at.infoseek.co.jp/index.html

meso meso    vapour trail

www.sound.jp/mesomeso

meso meso 
meso meso is a Tokyo based female musician Yumiko’s solo project. She is also a 
member of Shugo Tokumaru Band and playing accordion, melodica, glockenspiel 
and toys in the band.

Influenced by children’s songs, especially songs which have melancholic atmos-
phere, she wove various acoustic instruments like pianos, accordions, acoustic 
guitars, melodicas, lots of toys and her characteristic child-like whispered vocal 
and created sweet, fragile and unprotected folk songs.  

She released two solo albums. The latest album »Spoon« was released last 
November on Japanese label Yacca. Please check it out if you have a chance!

Other comments?
meso meso sang on this track »Marsbit«, 
but you can check out vapour trail’s own 
vocal tracks on his MySpace.

meso meso    vapour trail   

vapour trail
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Oláfachada
bfachada took part in My Little Pony’s compilation project 
»Around the world with My Little Pony vol.2«, so when Ola from 
My Little Pony decided to move from Oslo to Lisbon for some 
time, it was logical for them to start playing together.

Music by Bernardo Fachada, Ola Innset ‖ Lyrics by 
Emily Dickinson

»There Is Another Sky«

about

 

Tell us the story about the song!
We wrote the song piece by piece jamming 
together. The lyrics were hardest, as 
Bernardo writes in Portugese, and Ola 
writes in English. In the end we picked a 
beautiful poem by Emily Dickinson and 
adapted our melody to the rythm and 
mood of that poem. To date it’s our only 
song, but at least it took a long while 
to write it, I think we both realized that 
writing with someone is a much slower 
process than writing on your own. On the 
plus side you get other perspectives and 
styles that we couldn’t have thought up 
alone. Plus we got to have a good time 
while doing it.

 

Do you have plans to do more music 
together?
We might make more music together, 
depending on whether or not we will be 
living in geographical proximity.

bfachada 
bfachada is a rather well known artist in Portugal, having released two full albums 
and toured the whole country. bfachada is the project of musical prodigy Bernardo 
Fachada from Cascais outside of Lisbon. He mixes traditional portugese styles with 
classic pop music, soul, electronica and anything else that comes to mind.

about 

about 

Bernardo Fachada of bfachada & Ola Innset of My Little Pony

www.myspace.com/mylittleponyoslo

Oláfachada

bfachada   

My Little Pony
My Little Pony are from Norway, but have released their debut album »Think Too 
Much« all over the world, and toured ten different countries. Their music is a 
sensitive mix of twee pop and folk, and their second album is due to be released in 
September 2010.

www.myspace.com/bfachada

Ola Innset   

Oláfachada has made a video for their 
song. You can have a look at it here: 
www.vimeo.com/10922469
The video was made by My Little Pony 
member Jørgen Nordby.
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 England and Sweden.« 

Jerker Kaj
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Jerker Kaj & Fredrik Karlsson 

Trafik
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The Ordinary Hit And Misses
Simone and Jonas met a couple of years ago in school where Jonas 
worked as a music teacher. Their similar interest and mutual 
respect for music and the creative force made them keep contact 
and now, with their debut albums coming out they finally got 
together for a project together.

»Life In Cycles«

about  

Tell us the story about the song!
Life In Cycles is a song about lack of communication and the way we all hope 
our relationships get the best out of us. You shouldn’t aim for the crown. 
Stay humble and stay clown …

www. myspace.com/kjonaskernell

The Kernel
The Kernel is the musician Jonas Kernell and his band with 
members from Division of Laura Lee, Kristofer Åström and Shelter. 
He has played with the bands Her Majesty, Sludge Nation, Håkan  
Hellström, Broder Daniel, De La Mancha, Kingston Air force amongst  
others, ran the club Kompaniet/Underground in Gothenburg in 
the nineties and is currently working as a teacher and releases 
his solo debut later this year.

Skatan
After a few years of playing in bands, Simone Andersson Wingfors 
wanted to head in an other direction. In order to have complete 
power and influence of the music, she started the solo project 
Skatan and after a year with several gigs around Sweden she will 
this spring release her first full length album. Her music is often 
described as melancholic and she often used guitarist and friend 
Johan Malmstedt who says she has two types of songs; the »an-
gry songs« and the »sweet songs«. She, though, hopes to think 
that her music offers more than two colors.  

about 

about 

Skatan & The Kernel

The Ordinary Hit And Misses

www. myspace.com/xskatan

The Kernel by Oscar Anderberg  

 Skatan photo by Evelyn Houf 
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Peacock Dreams
Tyler and Shelby live in Portland, Oregon in a tiny apartment with a whole colony of cats and a dog. 
They play together in a band called Au Contraire with their dear friends Ross, Jott and Mark.
With Shelby not able to play her guitar due to wrist injuries, (and the oh-so-fashionable dual 
rollerblade-esque wrist guards she has to wear), they were forced to create a guitar-free song, 
which proved to be really fun for the both of them.

Shortly after searching for a name for the project, Peacock Dreams was decided upon out of an 
unhealthy obsession with an overly quoted episode of the British comedy The Mighty Boosh. 

»Peacock Dreams«

about 

 

Tell us the story about the song!
Peacock Dreams is both the name of this band and this 
song. It comes from a sketch in The Mighty Boosh, where a 
magpie is frustrated by how ugly he is. He shaves a peacock 
and glues the peacock feathers all over his body. With such 
beautiful feathers, the magpie gets into all the hippest 
clubs and lives a glamorous life. His talk show gets far 
better ratings than the depressed, shaven peacock’s reality 
TV show called »Peacock Dreams«. The peacock finally kills 
himself, rendering him far more famous than the magpie 
would ever be.

Shelby took that idea and structured a song around it, to 
tell the story of the ugly bird and the guilt that he feels from 
being so vain and selfish. In the meantime, Tyler constructed 
the song from his own live drumming, samples, and synth 
magic. 

 

Why did you choose to 
work together, and how did 
you meet?
On a ramshackle tour of the 
United States, Shelby and 
her friends played a show at 
Tyler's art space in Jackson, 
MIssissippi. It was ooey 
gooey love at first sight.

 

Do you have plans to do more music together?
Yes! This project was so much fun, and fell together better 
than either of us would have thought.

Plus, Shelby’s still a cripple. What else is she gonna do?

Spirituals
Spirituals is the moniker for the sample-based electronic music endeavor of 
drummer, producer, and graphic artist Tyler Tadlock. Tyler was born and raised in 
Pearl, Mississippi. After several failed band attempts and a growing frustration with 
the limitations of being trapped behind a drum set, Tyler began experimenting with 
samples from his local free jazz projects and sounds recorded with his laptop to 
form rhythm driven compositions. In an effort to swoon Shelby, he remixed one of 
her songs, »Are You Devo«, a week after the two had met. In late 2008, Tyler moved  
to Portland, Oregon where he has been working on his first full length album, 
scheduled to be released via the internet in early 2010.

Shelby Sifers 
Shelby Sifers is from Volcano, California, a ghost town of sorts that was left behind after the gold rush 
of 1850. Living in a town of 100 people meant that Shelby had to find ways of entertaining herself. She 
wrote songs to keep busy, and used a tape player to document her progress. She really got to liking it, 
and though uncertain at first, would travel long distances into the city to play shows with older people 
who were so talented and intimidating, and yet undeniably inspiring. This led to more shows, tours, 
and musical friends, who have continued to bring bits of inspiration and good stories to tell.

Now, quite a few years later, with an ever-rotating cast of contributors and members, Shelby Sifers 
is a band that currently includes Shelby, Tyler, and the rest of the Au Contraire entourage – just in a 
different order. With luck, the very first full-band album will be finished sometime in 2010.

about 

about 

Shelby Sifers & Spirituals

   Photo by Jott Robertson 
Design by Tyler Tadlock

Peacock Dreams

www.myspace.com/shelbysifers

Produced by Tyler Tadlock ‖ Music by Tyler Tadlock ‖ Lyrics by Shelby Sifers

 

Other comments?
Love you guys! Thanks so much for sharing your good ideas 
with us and letting us be a part of it! www.myspace.com/tylertadlockspirituals
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Pix & Hollie
By day, Pix was a scribbler of all things said and done in the New Zealand Parliament, 
while Hollie was a down-and-out student and café waitress. By night, both were 
moonlighting in the dark arts of guitar, piano and lyrics. On Monday late-afternoons, 
throughout the bleak Wellington winter of 2009, they sought comfort in each other 
for motivation, ideas, tea and biscuits. They wrote some songs, recorded a little here 
and there, and played two memorable shows. 

Song written by Matthew Pickering & Hollie Fullbrook ‖ Text written by Hollie Fullbrook & Matthew 
Pickering

»Venn«

about 

Tell us the story about the song!
The song »Venn« began as little joke of Pix’s (»I want to 
thank Venn, for drawing our circles together«). From there, 
the lyrics came about fairly easily, bouncing forth between 
the two. It was like a game of badminton, only better. 
Originally a love song, then about two old friends, then about 
strangers, it ended up being nicely ambiguous. It was (is?) 
a song about good feelings, drinking wine, friendship and 
chance meetings. (rest of paragraph is in past- is or It’s 
sounds better though.)

The first line of the song – »I want to thank Venn, for drawing 
our circles together« – is a play on words, referring to »Venn 
diagrams«’ … those circles that overlap in high school math 
problems. A guy named Venn came up with them as a way 
of representing merging quantities. I’ve always quite liked 
them. So it’s taking that and talking instead about circles of 
friendship. It’s pretty geeky. Pix came up with the idea, and we 
were both quite amused. I knew I wanted to use the Venn 
song as soon as you asked me to be a part of the compilation, 
as it’s all about sharing and collaborating and friendship.

Why did you choose to work 
together, and how did you 
meet?
Hollie saw Pix play the piano 
at a poetry and music night 
in a café down the road from 
her flat, called »Blah Blah 
Blah«. A couple of months 
later, Pix saw Hollie play at 
the very same place. Startled 
at their similar musical 
tastes, and hitting it off from 
the get-go, they organized 
their first meeting. It turned 
out that Pix’s best friend had 
also lived in the tree-house 
several years beforehand, so 
it was a reunion of sorts. 

Do you have plans to do more music together?
Perhaps … sadly, we are in different cities 
now, but keeping in touch.

Matthew Pickering
Not caring for these third-person shenanigans, Pix says:

 »I’m drawn to folk music because of the story-telling. I have a background in English 
 literature, bookshops, etc, so lyrical content is really important for me. I mostly play  
 finger-picking guitar in alternate tunings, but when I’m singing and playing around  
 a campfire and a guitar comes my way it’s annoying to always have to alter the  
 tuning and ask for a capo! On the piano, I look to Erik Satie, Vince Guaraldi, and BIll  
 Evans for inspiration. In a performer, I want to see mastery of an instrument (the  
 listener thinks ›I can do that!‹) and mastery of body through voice, or mind through  
 lyrical content (the listener thinks ›whoa, this guy or girl has somethin’ mysterious  
 and unique to them!‹). Recently, I’ve been in a composition phase and shall resurface  
 sometime in the future, all going to plan.« 

Tiny Ruins 
Though having always written songs, it was for many years a pastime confined to 
her bedroom. Hollie lived in a drafty old tree house, complete with veranda, armchair 
and cat. Inside, she collected a menagerie of instruments, with noble intentions of 
learning them all. As her student days wore on, she picked up the courage to play 
in front of some people, found herself a name, and finally enlisted her friend Sam 
Prutton to record her. Use of the menagerie is now in full swing, and Tiny Ruins 
intends to release an EP and more in 2010.

about 

about 

Tiny Ruins & Matthew Pickering

www.myspace.com/matthewpickering

Pix    Hollie 

www.myspace.com/tinyruins

Other comments?
This version of the song is was performed & recorded by Hollie Fullbrook 
(guitar, cello, wine bottle & vocals), in the late New Zealand summer of 2010.
It’s a real shame Pix couldn’t be on the recording, but we’re in different cities 
at the moment, and it proved impossible. Also, apologies for the crickets! 
They just couldn’t help singing along.

EardrumsPop asks: Did you know that 
»Venn« means »Friend« in Norwegian?
Hollie answers: That’s really cool that it also 
means »Friend«! What a lovely coincidence, 
and how appropriate for the song.
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Trafik
André and Nicole met at a night club in Malmoe, Sweden. They 
soon found out they shared the love for artists such as Fleetwood 
Mac, Joni Mitchell and Simon & Garfunkel and decided to make 
music together. They recorded the song »Octopus Arms« for the 
»Between Two Waves« compilation and they are now working on 
full length album.

Written by André Brorsson»Octopus Arms«

about 

www.starsincoma.com

Fredrik Karlsson
 »Stars in Coma is basically me, André Brorsson, but we are a full  
 band with four members when it comes to playing live. I have  
 released albums and EPs since 2005 and we’ve done a number 
 of shows around in Europe, including Germany, Italy, Denmark,  
 England and Sweden.« 

Jerker Kaj
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Jerker Kaj & Fredrik Karlsson 

Trafik

Violet Twilights by Doris the Cat  
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Pop Romantique!
Pop Romantique! was born of a mutual love of good music.  (Do you like GOOD 
music? YEAH, YEAH!)  Sewing together a quilt of Indie Pop, Twee, Shoegaze, 60s Girl 
Group / Soul & French Pop they blanket your ears in swirls of equal parts past, present 
& future – creating something truly timeless. Matching wits  (as well as record 
 collections!)  both couples stand united to keep you in the know with the »now« sound. 
And that »now« sound, the intelligentsia might ask? The Answer: Pop Romantique!

Music composed by Crawley, Recacho ‖ Words by Landavora, Marquez ‖ All instruments 
recorded & performed by Crawley, Recacho ‖ All vocals recorded & performed by Landavora, 
Marquez ‖ Produced by Crawley, Recacho, Landavora, Marquez

»Monday«

about 

Tell us the story about the song!
This was a true 50 / 50 songwriting collaboration. Taylor & I composed the  
music while Lorelie & Ryan wrote the lyrics. We wanted to convey the feeling 
of sunshine & flowers with just a hint of dark clouds on the horizon. (Can’t  
have happy without sad or good without bad, now can we?) Our collaboration  
owes a lot to the internet as we are physically split between the gulf & 
west coasts of the United States. Luckily the music wasn’t lost in (digital) 
translation!

Why did you choose to work together, and how did you meet?
Taylor & I had been fans of Apple Orchard (The Marquez brothers’ band) for 
a while & discovered that Ryan was also in Golden Teardrops with his then-
girlfriend-now-wife, Lorelie. We heard their song »A Summer Escape« on 
the Filipino Indie Pop Scene's online compilation of the same name & found 
kindred spirits in their musical stylings. We all met each other for the first 
time last June at the Camera Obscura show in San Francisco. Collaborating 
seemed like a no-brainer to us. Too much Indie Pop is NEVER enough in our 
opinion!

Do you have plans to do more music together?
Yes, indeed! I think this would make a great side project 
for all parties involved. We’re kind of like a musical peanut 
butter cup² – two great tastes that taste great together!

www.myspace.com/goldenteardrops

Golden Teardrops
Golden Teardrops is the husband & wife duo of Lorelie Landavora (formerly of 
Spring Boutique / Under Shooting Stars) & Ryan Marquez (Apple Orchard, Sodajerk). 
Their name was taken from a Francis MacDonald-penned BMX Bandits song. With 
their love of Sixties Pop / Psych / Girl Groups & the works of Mr. Brian Wilson, they  
 (Ryan, in particular)  daydreamed of singing The Beach Boys’ »Don’t Worry Baby« 
in the original key Brian Wilson intended. Lorelie thought it wasn’t a good idea. So, 
»A Summer Escape«  (an homage to Wilson)  was penned instead. Their continued 
direction includes ballads, floor stompers & bobblehead boppers. In other words, 
non-stop POP!

about 

about 

The Jealous Sea & Golden Teardrops

Golden Teardrops  
 

Pop Romantique!

Other comments?
We’d like to thank all of the 
truly dedicated Indie Pop 
fans out there. You’re what 
keep us going! This song’s 
for YOU!

The Jealous Sea
From San Fransisco / Pensacola, lovebird duo The Jealous Sea (Ronardo P. Recacho 
& Taylor B. Crawley) are the sort of band who release their songs on super limited 
edition EPs on super little labels. So you may have to resort to MySpace in order 
to hear their doe-eyed songs about crushes & the like. But it’s well worth a visit. 
With The Jealous Sea we’re entering the realm of true Indie Pop, I think we’re at 
least bordering Twee. The boy / girl vox is reminiscent of Belle & Sebastian with a 
bit more »guitar jangle«. Mostly they’re just precious, with adorable little lyrics /  
melodies & a bit of sass. To put it simply, they’re the BEE’S KNEES!

www.myspace.com/thejealoussea

Ronardo

The Jealous Sea  
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Other comments?
We are so glad to be involved in such a unique and wonderful project such as this! So much great music made 
by people who love to make it. This is the true spirit of international, independent music scene.

EardrumsPop ‖ Between Two Waves ‖ March 2010

Trafik
André and Nicole met at a night club in Malmoe, Sweden. They 
soon found out they shared the love for artists such as Fleetwood 
Mac, Joni Mitchell and Simon & Garfunkel and decided to make 
music together. They recorded the song »Octopus Arms« for the 
»Between Two Waves« compilation and they are now working on 
full length album.

Written by André Brorsson»Octopus Arms«

about 

www.starsincoma.com

Fredrik Karlsson
 »Stars in Coma is basically me, André Brorsson, but we are a full  
 band with four members when it comes to playing live. I have  
 released albums and EPs since 2005 and we’ve done a number 
 of shows around in Europe, including Germany, Italy, Denmark,  
 England and Sweden.« 

Jerker Kaj
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Jerker Kaj & Fredrik Karlsson 

Trafik

Violet Twilights by Doris the Cat  
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The Postcard Music
The Postcard Music is a collaboration between Skittle Alley of 
Limoges, France and The Argyle Wishlist of Milwaukee, USA. After 
striking up a friendly correspondence, the two musicians began 
to collaborate on a batch of pop songs. These songs will soon 
be released as a full length record under the name The Postcard 
Music. The moniker was born out of the shared appreciation of two 
individuals, separated by thousands of miles, who were able to 
build both a friendship, and some delightful songs, across the vast 
span of an ocean.

Written by Stéphane Pomedio of Skittle Alley ‖ Guitars, bass, 
drum programming and vocals by Stéphane of Skittle Alley ‖ 
Harmony lead guitar, tremolo guitar, acoustic guitars,  
percussion and vocals by Jesse Bell of The Argyle Wishlist

»The Perfect Song«

about 

Tell us the story about the song!
This song, »The Perfect Song«, was written by Stéphane. It came to Jesse, via e-mail, as about 
the 4th or 5th of the tracks that they had been working on. Realizing what a wonderful melody 
and idea it had (we have all felt it before; hearing the greatest song we have ever heard) Jesse 
quickly added some harmony guitar parts, his vocals and a trumpet bit on the chorus. The song is 
both a pop and dance tune (with it’s big bass drum) and is topped off with English and French 
vocals. It is a tune about hearing your favorite song and how it makes you feel. A great theme 
we think!

Why did you choose to work together, and how did you meet?
After realizing that they both had compatible musical styles, Jesse decided to contact Stéphane 
and tell him how much he loved his songs and to inquire if he would like to write and record 
together. Stéphane enthusiastically agreed and from there an entire album’s worth of music 
came to be.

Do you have plans to do more music together?
We are currently wrapping up the full length we are 
working on and when that is complete and released we 
will most certainly continue to work together on future 
releases. Maybe even in person someday.

Skittle Alley
Skittle Alley is the solo project of Stéphane, which he created in 
2004 after having worked in several groups including Caitlin and 
Blooming Park.

The Argyle Wishlist
The Argyle Wishlist, established in 2004, is the solo project of Jesse, 
who was the principle songwriter for the Michigan garage-pop 
band The Keen. Since forming, The Argyle Wishlist has produced 
several LP & EP releases and has appeared on multiple international 
compilations.

about 

about 

The Argyle Wishlist & Skittle Alley

www.myspace.com/fannou

The Postcard Music

www.myspace.com/theargylewishlist 

  Jesse of The Argyle Wishlist 
 

Stéphane of Skittle Alley 

  olis and watercolors by Jesse 
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  We Walk On Ice by Tom Davies  
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Trafik
André and Nicole met at a night club in Malmoe, Sweden. They 
soon found out they shared the love for artists such as Fleetwood 
Mac, Joni Mitchell and Simon & Garfunkel and decided to make 
music together. They recorded the song »Octopus Arms« for the 
»Between Two Waves« compilation and they are now working on 
full length album.

Written by André Brorsson»Octopus Arms«

about 

www.starsincoma.com

Fredrik Karlsson
 »Stars in Coma is basically me, André Brorsson, but we are a full  
 band with four members when it comes to playing live. I have  
 released albums and EPs since 2005 and we’ve done a number 
 of shows around in Europe, including Germany, Italy, Denmark,  
 England and Sweden.« 

Jerker Kaj
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Jerker Kaj & Fredrik Karlsson 

Trafik

Violet Twilights by Doris the Cat  
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Saturnalia
Ida (We Walk On Ice) and Mark (The Lost Cavalry) met among the 
clubs and drunken nights of London during one long summer in 
another age.

Written by Mark West»Disappear«

about

Tell us the story about the song!
This song is about losing someone 
and becoming lost yourself.

Why did you choose to work together, and 
how did you meet?
We have played together before at 
acoustic venues around London but never 
sung together on a record. This seemed 
like the right time.

Do you have plans to do more music together?
That would be nice, we shall see …

We Walk On Ice
London based We Walk On Ice drew it’s first breath in the early spring of 2009 
during a recording session in a south London flat. 

Ida Jacobsson was recording with long-time producer Eduardo Puhl when she 
asked his flatmate drummer and sometimes cave-dweller Lincoln Trevisani if he 
could lay down some drum beats for a song.  After numerous sessions fuelled by 
coffee, wine and warm beer, a collaboration of ice cold Swedish winter and warm 
Brazilian rhythms was born – We Walk On Ice.

Their sound is a combination of a lonely guitar with dreamy vocals, heavy drum-
ming, cowbells, precise thunders and ukulele.

The Lost Cavalry
 »In December 2008 after a Christmas dinner in a warm house I walked outside  
 for some fresh air and to think over some ideas that had been swirling around my  
 head. 

 I’d just left my previous band and my mind was full of new ideas for songs to play 
 and words to sing. I called together some old friends, each of whom I had played  
 in different bands with over the years, right back to my first ever band back at  
 school. 

 We wrote songs where circus elephants returned to life, boats set sail to lost 
 islands and ghostly soldiers marched down midnight streets. We picked up  
 instruments we'd never tried before and mapped out songs to raise the roof and  
 wake the dead.« 

about 

about

The Lost Cavalry & We Walk On Ice

www.myspace.com/wewalkonice

Saturnalia

www.thelostcavalry.com

 The Lost Cavalry 
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Trafik
André and Nicole met at a night club in Malmoe, Sweden. They 
soon found out they shared the love for artists such as Fleetwood 
Mac, Joni Mitchell and Simon & Garfunkel and decided to make 
music together. They recorded the song »Octopus Arms« for the 
»Between Two Waves« compilation and they are now working on 
full length album.

Written by André Brorsson»Octopus Arms«

about 

www.starsincoma.com

Fredrik Karlsson
 »Stars in Coma is basically me, André Brorsson, but we are a full  
 band with four members when it comes to playing live. I have  
 released albums and EPs since 2005 and we’ve done a number 
 of shows around in Europe, including Germany, Italy, Denmark,  
 England and Sweden.« 

Jerker Kaj
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Jerker Kaj & Fredrik Karlsson 

Trafik

Violet Twilights by Doris the Cat  
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Seasel
Seasel is a collaboration between Wool Strings and Table Music Meeting, formed 
for this project »Between Two Waves«.

The group consists of the following members: Naho Aoki – piano, chorus | Toshiyuki 
Ishihara – guitar, bass, drums and chorus | Maki Ishihara – glockenspiel, chorus |  
Tohl Kurihara – banjo | Ryohei Ameda – vocal, melodica, glockenspiel, guitar and 
percussion.

Written by Wool Strings and Table Music Meeting»Water, Bubble, Moon And Star«

about 

 

Tell us the story about the song!
In the autumn of 2009, Wool Strings and Table Music 
Meeting gathered together for several times at the private 
studio in Aichi, owned by TMM Ishihara, to rehearse their 
two live shows at Aichi and Tokyo. They often improvised 
as they like during the rehearsal and all the process were 
recorded. The drops of music which were played sometimes 
as if they feigned joking, sometimes seriously, had 
remained to store for a while in a recorder.

However, Wool Strings Ameda came up with the idea of 
making one track from the pieces when he heard about this 
project by Eardrums Music.
He put the pieces into the PC, cut and pasted, reconstructed 
and completed one new track, trying his best to keep the 
vividness and the eccentricity which can exist only at that 
very moment.

Ameda sent the track to TMM Ishihara, who lives further 
west than his place (Kanagawa > Aichi). Toshiyuki Ishihara 
overdubbed the drums, the bass, the guitar, the chorus 
etc. in his studio. His wife Maki added the chorus. After 
that Ishihara sent it to another member Aoki, who lives 
further west than his place (Aichi > Kyoto). Aoki overdubbed 
multiple chorus and sent it back to Ishihara (Kyoto > Aichi). 
Ameda and Ishihara exchanged the track with their ideas 
via e-mail again and again (Kanagawa <> Aichi). Finally this 
tune saw the light of the day (Japan >>).

 

Why did you choose to work together, and 
how did you meet?
Wool Strings and TMM met in the summer 
of 2008 through MySpace. 

We were surprised that our top friends and 
the order of them were almost the same.
Moreover we had a lot in common with each 
others music. After communicating through 
MySpace for a while, we co-produced a split 
CD »Four Pictures« in May of 2008. We also 
had some live shows together.

This compilation project led us to decide to 
collaborate officially as one group, Seasel.
 

Do you have plans to do 
more music together?
We haven’t had a specific 
plan but we will hopefully 
make other tracks and 
release them in some format.

Table Music Meeting
2005 Ishihara invited his friends who love music or recording to 
have a recording camp in Nagano. 2006 The recordings during a 
three day meeting were put together into the album »Do« and 
pressed into 100 copies under the moniker of Ongakushitsu (me-
ans »music room«). 2008 They changed the name to Table Music 
Meeting. »Clockwork Lamp EP« was released by MiMi Records, 
Portugal. 2009 Wild Flower Way / Echo Holiday EP was released 
by MiMi Records. The 1st album »Hibi« was released on their 
own label Easel Records in October. 

The line-up consists of Naho Aoki, Toshiyuki Ishihara, Maki 
Ishihara, Tohl Kurihara. They are changeable about what instru-
ments they play. They gather several times a year each bringing 
their own ideas, plays and records, focusing on the atmosphere 
and their inspirations at the moment.

Wool Strings
Wool Strings is a solo project by Ryohei Ameda from Kanagawa, Japan. He is in-
fluenced by Joan Gilberto, The Beach Boys and The Pastels. He started playing the 
guitar and recording his original songs to his cassette tape recorder by himself 
when he was 15 years old. After playing in some bands such as Sheepsleeps, 
Merci-s and Marconi, he began to release the tracks he'd written and stored until 
then on MySpace. He plays, does recording and mixing all the instruments (except 
some parts of the flute) by himself. When he has a live show, he usually plays in a 
band helped by his friends.
He released the 1st »The Tree Gate EP« on his own Sea Song Label in July, 2008. 
»Shirly Poppy« was featured on Eardrums Music compilation »A Good Crop«.

about 

about 

Wool Strings & Table Music Meeting

www.myspace.com/tablemusicmeeting  
Free downloads: www.clubotaku.org/mimi/uk/album96.php,
www.clubotaku.org/mimi/uk/album120.php

Seasel

www.myspace.com/woolstrings
Sea Song Label blog: http://seasonglabel.jugem.jp

 

Other comments?
If you liked Seasel, have a 
listen to Wool Strings and 
TMM. Surely you would will 
like them, too.

Seasel by Kumiko Tachibana 
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Sharon Van Etten and Marie-Claire Balabanian
Sharon Van Etten & Marie-Claire Balabanian

Sharon Van Etten and Marie-Claire Balabanian
 »Just a couple of friends making music, really.« 

Written by Sharon Van Etten and Marie-Claire Balabanian»Keep Trying«

about 

 

Tell us the story about the song!
Sharon asked me if I wanted to be a part of this, and of 
course I said yes. So I extracted a guitar part from an 
ambient track I recorded and sent her an mp3. And she 
dug it. From there, she layered her gorgeous vocals over 
it in Garageband. And voilá.

 

Why did you choose to work together, and how did you meet?
We met when my band Speck Mountain played a show with 
Sharon at Monkeytown in Brooklyn last summer. Ever since 
then, whenever one of us is in the other’s city, we get together 
and catch up. We’re friends that happen to truly appreciate 
one another’s music, so it just seemed natural to work together 
sometime.

 

Do you have plans to do more music together?
Definitely. This was so spur of the moment and lo-fi, so 
it’ll be great to see what happens when we actually get 
together and jam. She doesn’t know this yet, but one day 
I’m gonna convince her to do a Monica vs. Brandy »The 
Boy Is Mine« style duet. It sounds a little ridiculous, but 
also so fun!

Marie-Claire Balabanian
Marie-Claire Balabanian is a Chicago based musician. She is the vocalist and a multi-instrumentalist 
in Speck Mountain, an ambient-soul band possessed as much by the grit of southern soul as 
the spell of infinite drones. With a narcotic swagger drawing from gospel, blues, space-rock and 
ambient music, Marie-Claire Balabanian and co-leader Karl Briedrick provoke each other with 
intuitive, womb-curled melody and exploded texture. They have released two much-praised full 
lengths, »Summer Above« (2007) and »Some Sweet Relief« (2009), as well as an EP titled after 
their spiky, sensual cover of Valet’s »Blood Is Clean«. The band is currently working on their third 
record.

Sharon Van Etten
Sharon Van Etten is a folk artist based in Brooklyn, New York. She started recording her songs in 
the bedroom, and her first release was an album of home-recordings, sold directly from the artist, 
through her website.

In 2009, she released her first studio album »Because I was in love«, mostly with reworked versions 
of the songs from her home-recordings. The album gained much praise and attention in the press, 
and ended on many »best of 2009«-lists. In addition to her own albums, she has contributed with 
guest vocals to The Antlers’ »Hospice«. Early in 2010, she participated on Weatherwane Music’s 
Shaking Through-project, where she made the beautiful song »Love More«. Van Etten is currently 
working on songs for her second studio album.

about 

about 

www.myspace.com/tablemusicmeeting  
Free downloads: www.clubotaku.org/mimi/uk/album96.php,
www.clubotaku.org/mimi/uk/album120.php

www.sharonvanetten.com
www.myspace.com/sharonvanetten
Sharon’s blog (mostly about music): www.sharonvanhalen.blogspot.com

www.myspace.com/speckmountain

Marie-Claire

 Marie-Claire 
Balabanian 

 Sharon Van Etten by Dusdin Condren 
     (www..dusdin.com)
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Trafik
André and Nicole met at a night club in Malmoe, Sweden. They 
soon found out they shared the love for artists such as Fleetwood 
Mac, Joni Mitchell and Simon & Garfunkel and decided to make 
music together. They recorded the song »Octopus Arms« for the 
»Between Two Waves« compilation and they are now working on 
full length album.

Written by André Brorsson»Octopus Arms«

about 

www.starsincoma.com

Fredrik Karlsson
 »Stars in Coma is basically me, André Brorsson, but we are a full  
 band with four members when it comes to playing live. I have  
 released albums and EPs since 2005 and we’ve done a number 
 of shows around in Europe, including Germany, Italy, Denmark,  
 England and Sweden.« 

Jerker Kaj
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Jerker Kaj & Fredrik Karlsson 

Trafik

Violet Twilights by Doris the Cat  
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Shipyard
Shipyard is a project sprung out of the Swedish western archipelago. The song is 
recorded in a cottage without running water and hardly any heat. It's located on 
the island of Tjörn, with a nice view of the big cranes on a shipyard.

»Tjörn«

about 

 

Tell us the story about the song!
I was pissed off and left Gothenburg to 
stay at the island of Tjörn. That is what I 
did and that is what the song is about.

 

Why did you choose to work together, and how did you 
meet?
We have been working together on and off in different 
projects since 2001, when Ramo took a course at a jobcentre 
together with Pontus Wallgren, a friend of Malin's.  When 
Malin was a asked to participate in this project there was 
simply no one that felt more natural to ask than Ramo. 

 

Do you have plans to do 
more music together?
No way man! But on the 
other hand, now that we 
have thought of such a 
good band name it would 
be a shame to waste it.

we are soldiers we have guns
we are soldiers we have guns is the solo project of Malin Dahl-
berg (from Douglas Heart and Laurel Music, among others). 

 »At first, it was just a large pile of songs that the other members 
 of Douglas Heart had rejected. Now, we are soldiers we have guns  
 is the music I wish someone would have played to me when I  
 was 11 and forced to go to school even though I hated it.« 

The Greencoats / Ramo Spatalovic
The Greencoats of Ramo Spatalovic (also from Douglas Heart and 
others), started out of the void of paused projects. The Greencoats 
is now a machine park of neo-psychedelia and broken hearts. 

about

about

Ramo Spatalovic / The Greencoats, Franke, Joel Alme  
& Malin Dahlberg / we are soldiers we have guns

www.wearesoldiers.net

Shipyard

www.myspace.com/greencoats

Malin
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Trafik
André and Nicole met at a night club in Malmoe, Sweden. They 
soon found out they shared the love for artists such as Fleetwood 
Mac, Joni Mitchell and Simon & Garfunkel and decided to make 
music together. They recorded the song »Octopus Arms« for the 
»Between Two Waves« compilation and they are now working on 
full length album.

Written by André Brorsson»Octopus Arms«

about 

www.starsincoma.com

Fredrik Karlsson
 »Stars in Coma is basically me, André Brorsson, but we are a full  
 band with four members when it comes to playing live. I have  
 released albums and EPs since 2005 and we’ve done a number 
 of shows around in Europe, including Germany, Italy, Denmark,  
 England and Sweden.« 

Jerker Kaj
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Jerker Kaj & Fredrik Karlsson 

Trafik

Violet Twilights by Doris the Cat  
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Snippet, Paisley and Charlie
After meeting in the virtual world, Snippet and Paisley and Charlie 
decided to make a song together. Why not? Everyone loves a 
good song!

Written by Snippet»Funny Kind of Love«

about

Tell us the story about the song!
This is a song about a couple who are 
madly in love but at times are driven mad 
by each others quirks! 

Why did you choose to work together, and how did you 
meet?
Both bands were having their music played on the same 
web radio show, so got chatting on the radios chatroom. 
Then, pow! The idea came to make a song together! So 
we did.

Do you have plans to do 
more music together?
There is plenty more 
music, tea and cake that 
we can make, drink and 
eat together!

Paisley and Charlie
Paisley and Charlie, dopplegangers of Detox Cute, love to make songs. Songs to 
make your heart sing.

Snippet
Snippet is the brainchild of singer / songwriter / musician Johnno Casson, who 
writes and sings the songs, plays the instruments and makes a decent cup of 
tea, too.

about

about

Snippet & Paisley and Charlie

www.paisleyandcharlie.com

Snippet  Paisley and Charlie  

Snippet, Paisley and Charlie

www.snippetcuts.co.uk

 Snippet, Paisley and Charlie 
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Trafik
André and Nicole met at a night club in Malmoe, Sweden. They 
soon found out they shared the love for artists such as Fleetwood 
Mac, Joni Mitchell and Simon & Garfunkel and decided to make 
music together. They recorded the song »Octopus Arms« for the 
»Between Two Waves« compilation and they are now working on 
full length album.

Written by André Brorsson»Octopus Arms«

about 

www.starsincoma.com

Fredrik Karlsson
 »Stars in Coma is basically me, André Brorsson, but we are a full  
 band with four members when it comes to playing live. I have  
 released albums and EPs since 2005 and we’ve done a number 
 of shows around in Europe, including Germany, Italy, Denmark,  
 England and Sweden.« 

Jerker Kaj
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Jerker Kaj & Fredrik Karlsson 

Trafik

Violet Twilights by Doris the Cat  
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Starlight Recorder
Starlight Recorder is Alex Rinde from The Margarets and Børge Sildnes aka Dylan Mondegreen.

Written by Børge Sildnes / Alex Rinde»Girl From Outer Space«

about 

Tell us the story about 
the song!
Girl From Outer Space 
was the first song Alex 
and Børge wrote together, 
and in 2009 a proper 
recording was done on 
Ocean Sound Recordings.

Why did you choose to 
work together, and how 
did you meet?
Alex and Børge have 
known each other for 
fifteen years, both 
growing up on the north 
west coast of Norway. 
They shared a liking for 
British indie bands, like 
The Smiths, McCarthy, 
Field Mice and The 
Chesterfields. However, 
five years ago was when 
they first made some 
music together.

Do you have plans to do 
more music together?
Not really. But perhaps

The Margarets
We drive over the bridge in the dusk. I ask Alex when Giske became connected to the mainland. 
He answers that the bridge opened the same fall that The Smiths released »Strangeways, Here 
We Come«.

That’s how it goes. Everything can be traced back to an album, a song, a refrain. All shining 
moments have their soundtracks. 

It’s a December day and the colors refuse to plant themselves in the landscape, and the light 
hesitates to come forward. From the airplane window Giske looks like a ball someone has 
kicked into the ocean. It seems like the island is floating aimlessly in the wind. I stare down at 
Giske and think how so many songs are about streets, avenues, and towns. 

I can imagine Muddy Waters recording Hootchie Cootchie Man in Chicago. I see Elvis getting 
on the Mystery Train in Memphis. And more: Martha & the Vandellas dancing in the streets 
of Detroit, the Fab Four crossing Abbey Road. Even more: Van Morrison returning to Hyndford 
Street in Belfast, Paddy McAloon tipping his hat in greeting to Manhattan. 

The roads on Giske must have shrunk in the rain. There’s not enough space for more than 
one car at a time. People politely drive over on the side of the road and wave as they pass by. 
Everybody knows everybody here. The world is small and flat. This is not The Motor City. This is 
not Beat Street. This is not Rock City. 

But the bridge is the rope that keeps Giske from floating away. And with the bridge came 
Margaret buzzing along in the mail truck. The post woman who made the world a bigger place. 
She who placed Manchester, Glasgow, London, and Liverpool in the mailboxes. Packages of 
records that got four boys to lose themselves and to find a name: The Margarets. 

The headlights search in the evening light for the fisherman’s cabin down by the furniture 
factory. It was here that these songs came to life. It was here they came out kicking in between 
sunbathing, crabbing, and eating potato balls. Since then, the songs have grown up in Halden, 
Malmö, and New York City.

I think that it makes sense. It works like that when a post woman opens up the world for you. If 
your heart finds the right beat. If the songs mean so much that you just have to sing or pick up 
an electric guitar. Then your island detaches, and moves out west to 6th Avenue. 

Dylan Mondegreen
A fresh breathe of Scandinavian air: It may only 
take a flashlight to create a monster, but that 
doesn’t necessarily mean you should be aiming 
for a lifetime in the shadows. If you are holding 
a bunch of well crafted pop songs close to your 
heart, but far away from the public, you need to get 
crackin’. And that’s just what Børge Sildnes did. 

He created Dylan Mondegreen, the moniker under 
which he now presents his debut album While I 
Walk You Home, containing ten tunes as fresh as 
the Scandinavian air. 

With one of the songs named Faint Sound of 
Surf, the only sane alternative was to record the 
album in a boathouse on the tiny island Giske on 
the west coast of Norway. Surrounded mainly 
by animals, grass, sandy shores and water, it 
was the perfect place to focus purely on making 
music. And if you sharpen your ears, you may 
hear seagulls chirping or the waves rolling in from 
the North Sea and towards the studio walls. 

What you’ll definitely hear though, are soothingly 
understated vocals, rich acoustic guitars, the 
jingle-jangle of a glockenspiel, fingers snapping 
and hands clapping, a saxophone solo, lush string 
arrangements and lots more. Everything for the 
purpose of making these ten songs sound like 
they were sprinkled with spring flower seeds and 
creating a frisky blend of dreamy melodies and 
imagery rich lyrics. 

about 

Børge Sildnes / Dylan Mondegreen & Alex Rinde / The Margarets

Starlight Recorder

www.myspace.com/dylanmondegreen www.themargarets.com
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Trafik
André and Nicole met at a night club in Malmoe, Sweden. They 
soon found out they shared the love for artists such as Fleetwood 
Mac, Joni Mitchell and Simon & Garfunkel and decided to make 
music together. They recorded the song »Octopus Arms« for the 
»Between Two Waves« compilation and they are now working on 
full length album.

Written by André Brorsson»Octopus Arms«

about 

www.starsincoma.com

Fredrik Karlsson
 »Stars in Coma is basically me, André Brorsson, but we are a full  
 band with four members when it comes to playing live. I have  
 released albums and EPs since 2005 and we’ve done a number 
 of shows around in Europe, including Germany, Italy, Denmark,  
 England and Sweden.« 

Jerker Kaj
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Jerker Kaj & Fredrik Karlsson 

Trafik

Violet Twilights by Doris the Cat  
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Suspicious For The Winter
Suspicious For The Winter is a project formed from two of Oslo’s freshest 
indie bands, Casa Murilo and Like Spinning. They met one sunny Saturday 
afternoon whilst playing a rather surreal concert on a tram, as part an of an 
eco-conservation festival in Oslo. Kari was playing some sort of tiny keyboard 
with The Little Hands Of Asphalt whilst at the other end of the carriage Chris, 
Dan and Håkon from Casa Murilo were showing the world that standing up 
and playing guitar on a moving tram was, whilst not an easy task, more than 
achievable. 

Some months later, after both bands had been included on Spoon Train Audio’s 
»Oslo 2!« compilation, they started to play together in the winter months around 
the city and at Christmas markets. A friendship was formed and Suspicious For 
The Winter was born.  

»Empty Streets«

Why did you choose to work together, and how did you meet?
Back in September Kari, Dan and Chris met whilst playing a gig on a tram for 
Natur og Ungdom then, a few weeks later, we bumped into each other at the 
Oslo 2 release party. After that we played a few shows together and got on 
really well with each other so it just seemed like the obvious thing to do.

Do you have plans to do more music together?
Both bands have pretty solid individual plans for 2010. Like Spinning are 
hoping to have their debut EP out around Easter time and Casa Murilo will 
be going back into the studio at some point in the next few months.  But 
who knows!  Never say never.

Like Spinning
Like Spinning consists of Kari Jahnsen & friends. Kari writes the 
songs and she has ambitions for taking the step out of her 
bedroom studio and record a proper record that she can conquer 
the world with. 

Casa Murilo 
Casa Murilo, based in Oslo, is a band headed by the songwriting 
partnership of two Englishmen; Chris Winfield and Dan Hesketh.  
They spent two years living, working, dancing and indulging in the 
extraordinary city of Salvador da Bahia, Brasil.

Having moved to Oslo, Norway they teamed up with VP Freddy B, 
Håkon Møller, Rudi Johansen and Sturla Hinze to form Casa Murilo 
in 2009, recording their debut EP in the summer.

about

about

Casa Murilo & Like Spinning

www.myspace.com/like_spinning

Casa Murilo by Kasper Landmark   

Suspicious For The Winter

www.myspace.com/casamurilo

Other comments? 
Just to say that we really appreciate being a part of 
»Between Two Waves«.  Eardrums does a lot of great work 
for the Norwegian independant music scene so to help out 
on a project like this is great. The pleasure is all ours!

Music by Suspicious for the Winter ‖ Lyrics by Kari Jahnsen, Chris Winfield, 
Dan Hesketh ‖ Produced by Fredrik Baden & Suspicious for the Winter ‖ Mixing 
engineer Fredrik Baden ‖ Recording engineer Sigmund Nilsen / Fredrik Baden

about

Like Spinning   
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Trafik
André and Nicole met at a night club in Malmoe, Sweden. They 
soon found out they shared the love for artists such as Fleetwood 
Mac, Joni Mitchell and Simon & Garfunkel and decided to make 
music together. They recorded the song »Octopus Arms« for the 
»Between Two Waves« compilation and they are now working on 
full length album.

Written by André Brorsson»Octopus Arms«

about 

www.starsincoma.com

Fredrik Karlsson
 »Stars in Coma is basically me, André Brorsson, but we are a full  
 band with four members when it comes to playing live. I have  
 released albums and EPs since 2005 and we’ve done a number 
 of shows around in Europe, including Germany, Italy, Denmark,  
 England and Sweden.« 

Jerker Kaj
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Jerker Kaj & Fredrik Karlsson 

Trafik

Violet Twilights by Doris the Cat  
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Swim Lessons
»Swim Lessons« is the title of a short story that Boca Chica bandleader Hallie Pritts 
once wrote. She liked the name so much, she saved it (luckily, it didn’t take up too 
much space) and is so glad that she did. Boca Chica and Lohio are two of the anchor 
bands for the bustling Pittsburgh indie rock scene. They’ve been playing together 
throughout many incarnations for several years and are very happy to make it 
official with their premier collaboration under the name Swim Lessons. 

Written by written by Hallie Pritts ‖ Arranged by Lohio and Boca Chica »Afternoon Tea«

Tell us the story about the song!
Hallie Pritts of Boca Chica came up with the collaboration 
track. Let’s let Hallie tell the story in her own words: »Well, 
I was, um, reading this very old book in which the heroine 
kept using this funny expression. She kept exclaiming ›Oh, 
hon-a-ree!‹ and I just really dug that phrase and thought 
it had some nice sounds in it. So I sat down with a guitar 
with that phrase in mind, and I was, like, thinking about 
this sort of old-fashioned book and came up with this story 
about this eccentric character. I, um, wish I could say that it 
was about an actual great aunt of mine. Maybe it’s about a 
relative I wish I had.«

ALSO! This particular song felt like it was screaming for 
a lot of orchestration, so it was an obvious choice for a 
collaborative effort. 

Why did you choose to work together, and how did you meet?
Lohio’s frontman Greg Dutton first met Boca Chica when they were a duo, 
long ago. They became friends and it was deemed best that he just go ahead 
and make the duo a trio. They played together for a long time, gaining many 
more members along the way. Eventually, Greg left Boca Chica (amicably, 
but with tears in their eyes) to develop his own band, Lohio. Boca Chica 
and Lohio have remained tight and often play together and collaborate 
informally. This, however, is their very first official collaboration and they’re 
both very excited by the starry possibilities.

Do you have plans to do 
more music together?
Oh, yes. Pittsburgh is a city 
of fantastic collaborations. 
After all, Pittsburghers are 
responsible for the all-in-
one sandwich-with-fries-
and-slaw-on-it epiphany. 
And Pittsburgh bands, tend 
to have porous borders 
and love to share and swap 
members. There are likely 
more Boca Chica /Lohio 
adventures headed your 
way.

Lohio
Imagine you’re a girl from the Ohio or Indiana or any other spacious midwestern 
state. You picked up and moved to Brooklyn. You wear all the right clothes and 
you go to all the right places, but underneath your hipster haircut, you’re still that 
midwest girl. Lohio is your favorite band.

Greg Dutton is the songwriter and band leader behind the Lohio name. Dutton has 
impeccable pop sensibilities and a knack for catchy choruses, but still manages to 
keep his rural Ohio roots on display. Joining him are Liz Adams, providing delicate 
harmonies and subtly complex bass lines, and drummer Sven Stens, who plays 
with a sort of restrained exuberance, giving the band a beginning-of-a-great-party 
vibe. Other musicians, such as Erik Cirelli, add lead guitar and textures.

Lohio’s recently released self-titled EP has been described as »Raw Catchiness« and 
is available for purchase through all the normal channels.

Boca Chica 
Boca Chica picks their way through the indie rock and Americana genres with great 
ease, drawing from folkrock, indie pop, and freak folk while managing to sound 
familiar and homey, even when they’re singing about impending mortality.

Boca Chica is an amalgamation of Pittsburgh musicians fronted by songwriter 
Hallie Pritts.The core of Boca Chica is made up of Susanna Meyer on bass (also 
adding her signature vocal harmonies), Jeff Baron (of the Essex Green) on lead 
guitar, and Rick Moslen on drums. James Hart (of the Harlan Twins) also lends his 
multi-instrumentalist hand on various projects. Boca Chica’s brand of indie folk is 
best compared to other genre-bending artists such as Sufjan Stevens, Arcade Fire, 
or the Great Lake Swimmers.

Their recent album, »Lace Up Your Workboots«, went to number 1 on the Pennsylvania 
Roots Charts and was lauded as an »arresting blend of gentle folk and pop« by NPR.

about

about

Boca Chica & Lohio

www.singlohio.com

Swim Lessons
 Lohio  

 

www.myspace.com/bocachica

about
Boca Chico  
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Trafik
André and Nicole met at a night club in Malmoe, Sweden. They 
soon found out they shared the love for artists such as Fleetwood 
Mac, Joni Mitchell and Simon & Garfunkel and decided to make 
music together. They recorded the song »Octopus Arms« for the 
»Between Two Waves« compilation and they are now working on 
full length album.

Written by André Brorsson»Octopus Arms«

about 

www.starsincoma.com

Fredrik Karlsson
 »Stars in Coma is basically me, André Brorsson, but we are a full  
 band with four members when it comes to playing live. I have  
 released albums and EPs since 2005 and we’ve done a number 
 of shows around in Europe, including Germany, Italy, Denmark,  
 England and Sweden.« 

Jerker Kaj
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Jerker Kaj & Fredrik Karlsson 

Trafik

Violet Twilights by Doris the Cat  
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Swimming Legend
 »We’re having a heatwave, a tropical heatwave! The melting  
 nodes of circuitry crossing Fridhemsgatan, Sundsvall, Sweden,  
 with Pepper Street, Cape Town, South Africa, welded for a little  
 see-through fridge to be snuggled up in, coolly, sheltered from  
 that excess heat perfume rising from salty ocean’s beaches and  
 in the trails of majestic swims.« 

Written by Johan Brännström, Martin Lindström, 
Maahir Pandie, Mishal Pandie & Henric Wallmark ‖ 
Henrik Nordlander from Up the Chimney plays bass 
on this song

»Swimming Legend«

about

Tell us the story about the song!
Wooosh goes the wave! Swimming so fast 
it’s tangenting to being surfing.

Why did you choose to work together, and 
how did you meet?
Unknowingly synchronized, seperately 
hiding away from the incessant darling 
heat, met on internet bulletin boards, 
looking for Swimming legend leads. The 
crossing of the interior search of the 
realms of that astonishing dream and the 
lust to share past reality melted brains like 
an ice cube that day, mixing … The song at 
a Celsius depth of -200°.

Do you have plans to do more music together?
Yes, somehow definitely!

MacGyver Knife
Scene: Little crooked café, Cape Town, mid 00s, early band meeting. »We can’t all 
be doctors!«, the lead singer, Mish, said, shrugging his hands. »To become an elite 
indie rock band, we need a very darkened, hardened black sheep …« Four sticks, 
three of equal length, one short. Cut.

Scene: Basement of racing oomba-oomba-oomba banana boat, we see the main 
songwriter, Maahy, in the dim fading light, lulled to sleep by the folklore legends 
that darken the air itself here, in northern Scandinavia.  He’s holding a mandolin. A 
world away: his band breathlessly awaiting his return …

Heart-Sick Groans
Three oomba-oomba-oomba banana boat boys stepped off in Cape Town to find 
some great maracas. Shook by surprise, they stumbled on a cold so chilly it froze 
them back in time to Scandinavia in late 2007, incessantly, they started painting 
the birches with terrifically detailed leaves of totempolic indie pop.

about 

about 

Heart-Sick Groans & MacGyver Knife

www.myspace.com/macgyverknife

 MacGyver Knife by Matthew Griffiths  

Swimming Legend

www.myspace.com/heartsickgroans

Other comments?
Thanks for having us :-)

Heart-Sick Groans by Marcus Brännström  
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Trafik
André and Nicole met at a night club in Malmoe, Sweden. They 
soon found out they shared the love for artists such as Fleetwood 
Mac, Joni Mitchell and Simon & Garfunkel and decided to make 
music together. They recorded the song »Octopus Arms« for the 
»Between Two Waves« compilation and they are now working on 
full length album.

Written by André Brorsson»Octopus Arms«

about 

www.starsincoma.com

Fredrik Karlsson
 »Stars in Coma is basically me, André Brorsson, but we are a full  
 band with four members when it comes to playing live. I have  
 released albums and EPs since 2005 and we’ve done a number 
 of shows around in Europe, including Germany, Italy, Denmark,  
 England and Sweden.« 

Jerker Kaj
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Jerker Kaj & Fredrik Karlsson 

Trafik

Violet Twilights by Doris the Cat  
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Tiny Fireflies
In the past, and in your dreams, everything can be perfect.  
Tiny Fireflies is the sound of snowflakes burning in candlelight. 

»Don’t Wait Until I Fall Asleep«

about 
Tell us the story about the song!
Kristine sent Lisle two versions of this 
song that she wrote in 2003 on a mixtape. 
The first was a piano ballad, the second 
was full of drum casio keyboards. Lisle 
liked both of them. When asked to be a 
part of this compilation, Kristine and Lisle 
felt that unearthing this song would be a 
good way to »get back« to their musical 
roots.

Why did you choose to 
work together, and how did 
you meet?
Both Kristine and Lisle 
write lots of songs 
separately. They thought 
it might be an interesting 
experiment to try and write 
one together for a change.Do you have plans to do 

more music together?
Hopefully! 

Fireflies
Lisle grew up in the tundras of New England playing classical 
piano and one day, he moved to California to go to school and 
decided to start writing songs. He bought a Portastudio and 
started recording, combining a love for lo-fi indie recordings of 
the 1980s and 90s with an unrefined knowledge of classical 
arrangement. He tries to craft each song into a snow-globe-sized 
universe you can curl up in and get lost for a little while.

Tiny Microphone
In the tiniest room, in the tiniest apartment in the big city, 
Kristine writes tiny symphonies of harmony and noise.

about

about 

Tiny Microphone & Fireflies

www.myspace.com/fireflies

Tiny Fireflies

 Photos by Kristine Capua  
 

www. myspace.com/tinymicrophone

Written by Kristine Capua ‖ Music 
by Lisle Mitnik & Kristine Capua
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Trafik
André and Nicole met at a night club in Malmoe, Sweden. They 
soon found out they shared the love for artists such as Fleetwood 
Mac, Joni Mitchell and Simon & Garfunkel and decided to make 
music together. They recorded the song »Octopus Arms« for the 
»Between Two Waves« compilation and they are now working on 
full length album.

Written by André Brorsson»Octopus Arms«

about 

www.starsincoma.com

Fredrik Karlsson
 »Stars in Coma is basically me, André Brorsson, but we are a full  
 band with four members when it comes to playing live. I have  
 released albums and EPs since 2005 and we’ve done a number 
 of shows around in Europe, including Germany, Italy, Denmark,  
 England and Sweden.« 

Jerker Kaj
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Jerker Kaj & Fredrik Karlsson 

Trafik

Violet Twilights by Doris the Cat  
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Violet Twilights
André and Nicole met at a night club in Malmoe, Sweden. They 
soon found out they shared the love for artists such as Fleetwood 
Mac, Joni Mitchell and Simon & Garfunkel and decided to make 
music together. They recorded the song »Octopus Arms« for the 
»Between Two Waves« compilation and they are now working on 
a full length album.

Written by André Brorsson»Octopus Arms«

about 

Tell us the story about the song!
This was my first attempt to write for 
someone else in almost six years and I 
think it went well. »Octopus Arms« is a 
light-weighted, optimistic and slightly 
bizarre song about old and new love.

Why did you choose to work together, and how did you 
meet?
Nicole and I actually met at a night club in Malmoe. I 
was dancing with my friends, and she was dancing with 
hers and suddenly the DJ put on »Go Your Own Way« by 
Fleetwood Mac. We both made a shout of joy at the same 
time. We later found out that we both loved the song, and 
we went to talk. I asked her to record some vocal/flute 
on some of my songs, and later on I found out about this 
project, so we suddenly had a reason to actually record a 
song together under a real band name.

Do you have plans to do more music together?
Yes!

www.starsincoma.com

Stars in Coma
 »Stars in Coma is basically me, André Brorsson, but we are a full  
 band with four members when it comes to playing live. I have  
 released albums and EPs since 2005 and we’ve done a number 
 of shows around in Europe, including Germany, Italy, Denmark,  
 England and Sweden.« 

 Nicole
Nicole is a fairly unknown singer living in Malmoe. Violet Twilights 
is her recording debut, but her artistic career so far involves musi-
cals and vocal duties in a family cover band.

about 

about 

Nicole & Stars in Coma

Violet Twilights 

Violet Twilights by Doris the Cat  
 

André 
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Those who have made our compilation covers.

The Illustrators
   Cover Artists
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Daniel Novakovic
Daniel Novakovic plays records at the So Tough! So Cute! and 
Baby Honey clubs in London, UK. He also draws stories about girls 
and boys who should know better.

www.sotoughsocute.com

about 

Daniel Novakovic

Daniel’s new book » Jag Tror Jag Är Kär« is going to be released 
very soon. Find more information on it here: 
www.danielnovakovic.blogspot.com/p/book-jag-tror-jag-
ar-kar.html
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seniorita polyester
 »I’m seniorita polyester, I was born on April 16th in Buenos Aires,  
 Argentina. I love tea, collages, knives and winter. I’m afraid of  
 ships and I can’t swim. Currently I'm living and working in San José,  
 Costa Rica.« 

www.senioritapolyester.com.ar

about 

Seniorita Polyester  Roller Monkey

Roller Monkey
 »Hola si, I’m from Costa Rica.« 

After several years in hiding and moved by a strong passion for 
music, playing cards and bowling, this monkey starts to translate 
big part of his memories, conversations, ideas and concepts into 
images. He loves electric guitars, lentils and coffee ... but hates 
rice pudding. Graphic and motion designer.

about 

www.therollermonkey.com
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Visuelle Zeiten
Julia Pax and Ronald Scharf are two designers who are living in 
Germany. They run their own young studio for graphic design 
and film, Visuelle Zeiten.

about 

Visuelle Zeiten
Julia Pax & Ronald Scharf

Julia’s blog: http://julia.visuellezeiten.de
www.visuellezeiten.de
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We have also received some cartoons 
and some poems. All of these have a 
theme related to collaboration, friendship, 
working and being together.

The Cartoonists
   the Poets
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Rembrand Le Compte
Rembrand looks a lot like his 
bearded comic counterpart, 
except that he loses his temper 
slightly less often. He lives in 
Ghent (Belgium) with some 
drawing supplies and a compu-
ter. If you pass him in the street, 
just remember that he looks a 
lot angrier than he really is.
When he isn’t working as a 
graphic designer, he draws co-
mics about everyday things like 
growing a beard and rampaging 
fridges.

www. beardfluff.com

about 

Rembrand Le Compte 
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Philippa Rice
Philippa Rice is an illustra-
tor / animator from London. 
She is also the creator of the 
card and paper based webcomic 
My Cardboard Life. Since com-
pleting her animation degree 
in 2007, Philippa has worked 
in film, fashion and craft, but 
comics are what she truly loves.

www. mycardboardlife.com

about 

Philippa Rice 

about the comic
 »Exquisite corpse is one of the  
 best games, we’ve all played  
 it. Not sure how many people  
 have played it and ended up  
 drawing exactly the same thing  
 as each other though. I thought  
 this was a good example of the  
 characters, Pauline and Colin,  
 actually working together and  
 getting along for a change.« 
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Jacob Borshard
Find more infos about Jacob 
here.

about 

about the comic
This comic is available as a signed, limited edition artist-pulled screenprint 
from Jacob Borshard at www.creebobby.com or with the new store location 
www.store.nakatomiinc.com/summerwillhaveitswaybyjacobborshard.aspx

Jacob Borshard

www.creebobby.com

    Look at this comic while listening 
to »Summer Will Have It’s Way«
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Changming Yuan 

too often above the summer night 
our eyes are like tiny stars burning bright 
whose light shines deep 
into each other's heart 
but seperated by light years 
with neither a skybridge to cross 
nor a cosmic sting to connect 
in between\ 

»Then the Maple Tree«
Some time then 
The maple tree was 
Between us 

Some time then 
The maple tree was 
Beside us 

Some time then 
The maple tree will be 
Between us, again 

»Soulmating«

Changming Yuan, twice Pushcart nominee and author of Chansons of a China-
man (Leaf Garden, US) and Politics and Poetics (LAP, Germany), who grew up in 
rural China and published several books before moving to Canada, holds a PhD in 
English and currently teaches writing in Vancouver. 

about this poem and the poet

Publishing history
Yuan’s poems have appeared in Barrow Street, 
Best Canadian Poetry, Exquisite Corpse, London 
Magazine and about 250 other literary publica-
tions worldwide.
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Jessie Carty J Sudborough

The way your skin
folds at your joints
reminds me of an infant.
But, even though you are young
in frog years, you are not
a newborn because if
you were new you’d be
aquatic, just head and tail and gills
wriggling free of a jellied egg
not un-like cartoon
representations of sperm
in reverse. No, you would not
be yet here, poised
amidst rocks absorbing air
through skin and lungs.

What if we could morph?
If. Instead of articulate
speech and bipedal form,
we could go from child
to a second life of wings,
formed from limb-buds
tucked under our shoulder blades,
our bodies no longer haired,
but feathered as we soar
within a liquid sky
so nothing remains vestigial. 

»Amphibogenesis«

www.eardrumspop.com/ALBUMS/Amphibiogenesis.mp3

The poets have made an mp3-file where they read 
the poem and also music that fits the poem. You 
can have a listen to it!

This is the first collaboration by Jessie Carty and  
J Sudborough as poets. However they did collaborate 
as editors for a year on the YouTube poetry zine, 
»Shape of a Box«. As of autumn 2009, their collabo-
ration took yet another turn. J (as J.S. Graustein of 
Folded Word) has collaboratively edited both Jessie’s 
chapbook, »The Wait of Atom«, and her forthcoming 
book-length collection, »Paper House«.

about this poem and the poets

You may explore the poetic adventures of Jessie Carty 
(www.jessiecarty.wordpress.com) and J Sudborough 
(www.jsgraustein.blogspot.com) on their blogs and / or 
their publishing collaborations on the Folded Word  
website (www.foldedword.com).

 Jesse Carty   

 J Sudborough
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Nate Sullivan

In humor and sequiturs, we revel our company, and have done so for so many short growing years. 
Reminiscing on laughs makes me sad to think that we’d ever need 
let these
joys 
go.
We contrast colors like autumn and spring,
we confuse and relate like summer with snow.
We compliment like sun-
rise
and
set.
You are the best friend that I know.
We share ourselves in hopes and dreams; fears and affairs; and smaller things.
We are confidants, 
accomplices,
and mental lovers,
Mirrorsandshadows,
and once-lost brothers.
When you bend like a straw,
I bend like a limp hose.
When you break like a vase,
I shatter as a bulb beneath a boot.
When you smile,
I grin.
When you succeed,
We both succeed.

»We Are«

Publishing history 
 »I’ve been published on One Night Stanzas – a UK poetry blog –, Folded Word Press, and Screw The Truth (www.screwthetruth.com). I’m a contributing writer on the humor wiki Uncyclopedia 
 (www.uncyclopedia.wikia.com/wiki/User:Electrified_mocha_chinchilla), its »news« project, UnNews, and RationalWiki (http://rationalwiki.com/wiki/Main_Page). One of my photographs 
 was also featured on deviantART, which I’m rather proud of.« 

 »I’m Nate Sullivan, and I live in Sioux City, Iowa,  
 USA. I write stage and screen plays and poetry for  
 my own amusement and catharsis.« 

about this poem and the poet
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Nora Nadjarian

i’m not sure where you’re from. 
a long way away by the look in your eyes.
i watch you on your balcony when i’m sitting on mine.
you sometimes stare at your mobile phone willing it to ring
and when it does there is always so much you want to say
to the woman who tells and tells you she misses you at the other end.
you are separated from her by borders and the deep blue sea
and from me by language and a wall between two balconies.

suppose that i want to know everything about you.
imagine that i invite you for coffee or a glass of wine
and we put our lives on the table compare and contrast our childhood 
have a conversation about everything and anything and discuss the news 
and the fact that nobody should be alone on this planet 
that we shouldn’t keep things in or switch feelings off  
or lock our hearts or hide our thoughts 
or pretend we are not human.

if time is a line we are both on it.
if life is a circle we are both in it.

sometimes when i look at you i see myself.

»a note to my neighbour«

This poem won the 2nd Prize in the SEFONE 
(Searching for Neighbours) poetry competition 
with the theme »Building Good Neighbourhoods 
Across Boundaries«, organised by the University 
of Nicosia and PRIO Cyprus Centre in May 2009.

Nora Nadjarian is a poet and writer from the 
island of Cyprus. She has published three 
collections of poetry and a collection of short 
stories, Ledra Street. Her work has won prizes 
or been commended in various international 
competitions. Her second poetry collection 
Cleft in Twain was recommended in an article 
in The Guardian on the literature of the new 
member states of the European Union (1st May 
2004). Her work has been published in Cyprus, 
Germany, India, Israel, the UK, the United States 
and elsewhere

© Nora Nadjarian 2009

about this poem and the poet
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The Eardrums Pop Team

Behind the scenes.
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Tim
 »Music was part of my everyday life from an  
 early age – it may sound cheesy now, but I think  
 it began with Sesame Street and grew from there.  
 My parents had a wonderful LP collection and  
 there were so many genres that it was always  
 great to have any record playing … I ruined quite a  
 few by overplaying them which is something they  
 will never let me forget. I have always been into  
 eclectic music and I really enjoy hearing new  
 tunes that defy boundaries and open up your  
 ears  in a way that hasn’t been done before. 

 I am originally from Maryland in the USA but 
 have been living in Dublin, Ireland for the last  
 17 years. The gig scene in Dublin is excellent and  
 when I get the chance I try to see my favourite  
 bands – it’s thrilling to hear to the tunes that I  
 love up close and personal. Unfortunately the  
 live experience has led to my tinnitus which 
 sometimes makes it difficult to hear the  
 subtleness that I use to enjoy. I still listen to a  
 lot of new music and when I have a chance, I  
 blog at www.tenacioustimothy.wordpress.com « 

Leena about 

The Eardrums Pop Team
Leena
 »I guess my great love to music was found out  
 by my mother when I was still a tiny kiddo. I  
 went to music kinder garden and had one day  
 insisted getting a ›pling pling‹. It took a while  
 before my mom realized that ›pling pling‹  
 means triangle and that I wasn’t going to  
 give up. I was about four years old. And I got a  
 triangle. And I still have it. 
 There’s not a day in my life passing by without  
 music. Besides being an active concert goer and  
 music listener, I write reviews and interviews  
 a bit here and there. I have also just started  
 working in a Norwegian music promotion  
 company, This Is Management & Promotion. 

 See you in the front row!« 

Knut
 »My first real musical awakening came when I got to pick a free  
 tape with my newly bought tape-recorder as a kid. I picked a  
 New Wave compilation, and I listened and listened and listened.  
 I’ve always listened to a lot of different music, and never been  
 a fan of only one genre. I’ve played in several bands (a long time  
 ago), and our biggest achievement was to ALMOST get a contract  
 with 4AD ;-)  
 I’ve got one wife, two kids and two cats. I live on a tiny island in 
 the North of Norway. I prefer the quiet life, and I’m not a  
 frequent concert- or club-visitor. I like illustration and art, I try  
 to be a better photographer, I like reading and have several  
 writing-projects that I never seem to finish. I like nature, history,  
 technology and so many other things … I am addicted to music,  
 but love silence.

 I started the Eardrums music blog in 2005, and made the first 
 Eardrums compilation in 2008.« 

Stefan
 »It may have started some day in the late 1980s during an  
 ordinary primary school week. With the permission of my  
 parents I could stay up a bit longer to watch a documentary  
 about this band from Liverpool. I was thrilled by their tunes and  
 the ›mania‹ they caused among their fans. The following day I  
 tried to find their records and since then I haven’t stopped looking  
 for new music that I want to be the soundtrack of my life. Some  
 years later I came across the amazing Scandinavian music scene.  
 I made the good decision to spend an exchange year in one of the  
 Nordic countries and combined it with going to great concerts  
 and festivals. Nowadays, I run a little web radio with my friends  
 and write tweets about music I like. Let’s share good music and  
 see you around!« 

Knut about 

www.eardumspop.com  
www.twitter.com/eardrums

www.laut.fm/popadelica
www.twitter.com/stevefan

Stefan about 

Tim about 

»The profile picture is a collaboration 
between me and my niece – I sat and 
she drew. I’m still not sure if all my 
limbs are represented or if that is my 
ear sticking out!«

    »On my island, very close to my house, 
there is a wonderful sandy beach. This is the 
sand-version of me. I’ve got shorter hair, but 
I didn’t bring scissors to the beach this day.«

 »I was reading through a newspaper which had 
lyrics ›All Tomorrow’s Parties‹ by Nico & Velvet 
Underground printed on one page. Thinking of 
Nico's charismatic face with big eyes, I grabbed 
a pen, draw a quick, simple sketch of my face 
over the lyrics and ripped the picture off.«

www.twitter.com/LeenaO

www.twitter.com/tenacioustim

 »The picture was created by a German-
Swedish collaboration. My favourite one. 
Most important was the creative Swedish 
painting part made by my girlfriend Frida 
(www.medhjartatihanden.blogspot.com). 
Germany did the rest then. Tack för hjälpen Frida!«
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Thank you for reading,
thank you for listening. 

Booklet designed by Julia Pax / Visuelle Zeiten, using the fonts Odstemplik and Titillium.
www.visuellezeiten.de


